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INTRODUCTION:

At the beginning of the last century the increase in machine performance has led to the evidence of new damage events or premature failures in components, due to the phenomenon generally referred as fatigue. Similarly, in recent decades, the progresses in technology have led to further improvements in machine performance in terms of power, dynamic behavior and weight reduction, but in the other hand, they have led to the emergence of new types of damage, in particular the damage phenomenon known as fretting.

Generally, the first failures due to fatigue were difficult to interpret and only in-depth study of the phenomenon, from the beginning until now, led to his in-depth understanding and the formulation of related laws describing the evolution of damage. This study allowed to the creation of more or less complex design criteria.

In the same way, nowadays the fretting is a phenomenon not easy to understand and quantify, which creates big problems to producers and users of machines in general, in many industrial sectors (aerospace, rail, automotive, biomedical, etc.). Currently design criteria that can be applied to components to predict fretting damage are not available. Nevertheless design criteria are needed in order to check components about this phenomenon, avoiding the formation of this type of damage or at least to keep it under control.

Being able to formulate standardized procedures for fretting verification at the design phase would result, as well as to a reduction of costs (caused by the need to replace worn components), also and primarily to an efficiency increase of the machines (allowing to decrease the weight of the components) and their safety and reliability.

For these reasons, in recent years, is growing an increasing interest for the study of the fretting, both with regard to the scientific community, both in the industrial world.
The fretting appears when two bodies in contact, pressed by a force, undergo small displacements and this friction leads to the rise of damage. This phenomenon is divided into two categories: fretting wear and fretting fatigue; in both its types, it is very tricky and dangerous, as components that are statically and fatigue verified or even oversized may have the onset of fretting, that once triggered is a degenerative process that leads to the failure of the component.

The general difficulty of formulating a quantitative model for fretting damage has led the scientific community to focus interest on this phenomenon, although to date there are no robust verification procedures for simplified models of contact. Things are even more complicated considering components with complex geometries, as an example splined shafts teeth.

Recently a collaboration of the Politecnico di Torino and Avio Group, called GREAT LAB, was started.

The program was aimed at supporting the participation of the Regione Piemonte in European projects, researching new environmental aeronautical engines entering service in 2020. The object of this research activity is to develop new design criteria for transmissions.

This work starts from the basis of the above quoted project, taking the particular way referred to the damage analysis in splined couplings. The primary purpose of my PhD thesis was to develop design criteria and to verify procedures about fretting wear, that are applicable to crowned spline couplings of a power transmission system of the aeroengines.

In fact, aeroengine splined couplings, particularly mainshaft, low pressure (LP) splines, are complex components that can fail from a variety of mechanisms, and are particularly susceptible to fretting wear (FW) and fretting fatigue (FF), as a result of small oscillatory relative movements between the highly-loaded teeth.
Consequently there was an huge investment, from companies working in aviation sector, to study and to resolve this type of early components decommissioning during the last years.

Fretting is a very complex phenomenon being influenced by many factors, the most important being the presence or absence of lubrication, the load distribution (contact pressure) and the sliding between the bodies. Therefore, the study of fretting needs a deep knowledge of these three main aspects.

The first aspect of the problem was based on models and experimental tests considering specify specimens (crowned spline couplings) and imposed movements, so as to uniquely identify the working conditions (load and sliding), in order to facilitate the comparison between the experimental tests and the analytical models.

The analytical models have been validated with numerical simulations and by comparison with experimental data, that have been obtained by means of a dedicated test bench that has been designed and built.

Thanks to the test rig was possible to determinate the real contact pressure of two engaging teeth; in fact, it is one of the most important parameters affecting the fretting phenomenon, but it is very difficult to evaluate in a quantitative way, especially when considering components with complex geometries.

The second phase of this thesis was the development of a predictive model for crowned splined couplings. This model is based on the Ruiz first parameter.

The aim of my thesis is to demonstrate how this parameter may be correctly applied to a complex component as the crowned spline coupling, taking into account experimental and FEM validations.
CHAPTER 1: SPLINED COUPLINGS, DESCRIPTION, CLASSIFICATION, TRADITIONAL AND FATIGUE DESIGN

1.1) INTRODUCTION

The mechanical parts joining through components that can be removed when necessary without altering connected parts are properly carried out in most cases by threaded elements. However, on several occasions, a variety of other linkages are used like removable non-threaded connections which includes the splined couplings.

The splined couplings combine coaxial elements (shaft – hub) that transmitting torque by means of equidistant teeth situated outside of a cylindrical element (shaft) by corresponding vain located within hollow cylindrical element (hub).

According to the shape of the teeth, the splined couplings are divided into: spline with parallel sides and spline with involute teeth.

Splined couplings derive from the need of designers to create mechanical components that can rotate at a high speed and can satisfy the widest variety of requirements at the same time:
- to prevent relative rotation of the coupled elements;
- to avoid the mutual translation;
to avoid a spontaneous disassembling or to prevent the movement above (as well as) predetermined limit.

One of the most common problems to be solved is the connection between rotating shaft and hub so that they can rotate rigidly. The use of keys or tongues leads to shaft weakening, above all if more than one has to be adopted in order to transmit high torque values. Splined couplings may easily overcome the above cited difficulties.

1.2) CLASSIFICATION OF SPLINED COUPLINGS
Splined couplings in accordance with shaft shape teeth and hub keyway can be divided into two main categories (Figure 1.2):
- straight teeth
- involute teeth.

Figure 1.2: Splined couplings types [1]

1.2.1) Classification by teeth shape
According to the shape of teeth, Giovannozzi [1] specifies that there are:
- teeth with straight radial sides, then the edge of each tooth is straight and aligned parallel to the axis of rotation;
- teeth with inclined straight sides;
• teeth with involute profile;
• teeth having rounded sides called “crowned-tooth splines”.

a) **Splined couplings with straight radial sides teeth:**

![Image](image-url)

Figure 1.3: representation of teeth with straight radial sides [1]

Shaft of the spline coupling with straight sides is made by milling, while the hub is made by broaching (Figure 1.3). Until now the only Standard applicable is the UNI 8953-86 that replaces the UNI220, the UNI221, the UNI 4400P, the UNI219, the UNI222, the UNI223, the UNI224 and the UNI225. These spline couplings are used when the precision of assembly is not important and power transmission is not very high.

b) **Splined couplings with inclined straight sides teeth:**

![Image](image-url)

Figure 1.4: representation of inclined straight sides teeth [1]

Their geometry depends on the inclination of the sides between adjacent reliefs (Figure 1.4). Adjacent sides are connected together on the bottom by circular arcs.
c) Splined couplings with involute profile teeth:

Splined couplings with involute profile teeth have some advantages compared to those with parallel sides; as an example, they offer wider root fillet (Figure 1.5).

This type is normalized by the UNI ISO4156-85; this Standard provides the specifications related to the module range from 0.25 to 10, about nominal angle of pressure of 30°, 37.5° and 45°.

Splined couplings with involute profile teeth allow to manage high values of speed and torque.

d) Crowned tooth splines:

They are generally used when two shafts need to be connect and their axes may be misaligned.

So, they are designed to compensate an angular misalignment; in particular, two circular crowning are realized, one referring to the head of the teeth (curvature radius $r_1$) and the other referring to the face width (curvature radius $r_2$); these can be expressed by the following equations:

\[ r_1 = 0.9 \times \frac{D}{2} \times \tan \Phi \]

\[ r_2 = \frac{r_1}{\tan \Phi} = 0.9 \times \frac{D}{2} \]

where $\Phi$ is the pressure angle [°] and $D$ is the pitch diameter [mm].
1.2.2) Classification by type of centering

A second classification element for splined couplings is how the hub is centered regard to the shaft; three cases have to be taken into account:

- external centering: the centering is carried out on external diameter of the shaft; a small clearance on both sides and inner diameters is present;

- sides centering: the centering is carried out on sides; a small clearance on external and inner diameters is left;
The various types of splined couplings are chosen depending on the type of the application. Concerning the use of three distinct types of centering, it may be observed that the most used conditions are the internal centering (for parallel side splines) and the side fit (for splines with involute flanks).

The inner centering has the advantage of the execution of grinding on cylindrical surfaces of both shaft and hub; the centering flanks is less
employed, being more expensive due to the increased difficulty of the surface flanks tooth grinding of the shaft and in particular of the hub execution.

A great attention may be paid to the grinding of centering surfaces in the cases of hardening treatment.

Regarding the splined couplings with involute flanks, the UNI ISO 4156-85 defines like centering the side fit, due to the high accuracy degree in the involute profiles cutting.

1.2.3) Classification of splined couplings with involute profile

Regarding the splines with involute profile, DUDLEY [3,7] in his papers distinguishes two types:

- fixed splines: they not allow any relative movement between external (shaft) and internal (the hub);
- flexible splines: they allow relative movements between the teeth of shaft and of hub, so that, due to the torque, the teeth may slide axially to permit a possible radial expansion or oscillation;
- crowned splines: they refer [3,7] to the particular case of high angular misalignment between shaft and hub.

1.3) TRADITIONAL METHODS TO DESIGN A SPLINE COUPLING

The traditional design methods for splined couplings may be found in two different types of bibliographic sources:

- texts of Machine Design,
- Standards Unification.

By reference to the Machine Design texts, in this chapter are presented the approaches described by Giovannozzi [2] and Niemann [5], while for the Standards Unification, are presented the calculation procedures described by both French [4] and American Standards [6].
Regarding the Giovannozzi’s method, he considers three different types of spline coupling profile: radial straight sides, inclined straight sides and involute profile.

For the design of these three types of splined couplings, Giovannozzi proposes to equal the maximum transmissible torque by a solid shaft, with a diameter equal to the inner diameter of the spline shaft, with a formulation that takes into account the maximum tangential forces that each tooth can support; this formulation presents two correction coefficients: one takes into account the non-uniformity of the contact pressure distribution and the other one characterizes the type of the surface in contact [2].

Nimann [5] describes the maximum transmissible torque as the product of pressure and contact geometrical area; this torque acts on a percent number of teeth (75% for spline coupling realized with a precise machining and 90% with sides centering).

The French Standard [4] calculates the transmissible torque as the minimum values of three admissible torques due to different stresses (normal compression stress, shear stress on the shaft and shear stress on the hub).

In the American Standard [6], derived from the works of Dudley [3,7], the calculation procedure provides the evaluation of four types of stresses: shear torsion stresses at the root of the tooth shaft, shear stresses at the pitch diameter of the shaft tooth, normal compression stresses at the sides of the tooth shaft and bursting stresses of the hub.

The Dudley method is iterative: in fact firstly the entity of the various types of stresses has to be estimated; then if only one exceeds the value of the corresponding admissible value, the procedure has to be repeated until convergence to a correct solution, through the variation of the geometry of the spline coupling.

Dudley suggests some correction factors to be used before comparing the stresses value calculated with the permissible; through these correction factors are taken into account various events; as the type of load, the load
distribution, the fatigue (considering the number cycles that the component must do) and the wear (number of revolution) phenomena.
In all methods previously cited, the contact pressure distribution was considered as uniform both in radial and in axial direction.
Another approximation of the methods is the effective number of teeth in contact.
Moreover a phenomenon neglected in all design methods is the presence of wear and, in particular, the effect of fretting wear causing the decommissioning of these components (above all when high performance is required, as in aeroengine industry).
CHAPTER 2: FRETTING WEAR PHENOMENA

2.1) INTRODUCTION
A study on fretting failure is important since the design life of a structure decreases if it suffers from fretting, which is widely found in the industry. Premature failure due to fretting is attributed to either rapid crack growth (fretting fatigue) or surface wear (fretting wear). Fretting wear usually refers to when the contacting structures suffer from contact stresses, which are exerted cyclically with small amplitude onto the contacting surfaces. A bulk fatigue loading is rarely incorporated in fretting wear, so surface wear rather than fatigue cracking is primarily brought into focus. The worn surface loosens the tightness of the couplings or the joints of a mechanical structure, which will result in a malfunction. If the wear proceeds severely, a catastrophic failure may happen. For example, a tube can be perforated due to the wear at the contact surface between it and its support. Another examples is the fretting wear of ball bearings and fretting wear of gold plated rack and panel connectors when transported in assembled condition. In fact, in accordance with Ratsimba et al. [8], fretting wear occurs commonly in clamped connections and demountable couplings, and involves surfaces in contact subjected to cyclic small amplitude relative displacements. It is distinguished from reciprocating sliding wear particularly with respect to the trapping of debris within the contact region and the nature of the sliding regime, which is often one of gross slip. The role of debris is critical in fretting wear; generally, once debris accumulates on the contacting surfaces and forms compacted oxide beds, the wear rate is reduced significantly [9,10]; but if the debris remain inside the contact region and there is lubrication, these uniting themselves create an abrasive paste which speeds up the wear phenomenon. The difficulty of preventing fretting wear arises since cyclic contact stresses of a small amplitude are often inherent for almost all the mechanical structures during service.
During the service period, a vibration of the structure is usually inevitable, which results in cyclic tangential shear stress (slipping) on the contact. Normal stress may also be cyclic if there is a gap between the contacting bodies.

Even though there has been a lot of research on investigating, modeling and preventing fretting wear, it is still a difficult problem for designers and researchers to derive a general solution for wear. This is mainly because a lot of factors are related with the wear phenomenon. For instance, wear is affected by a combination of contacting materials, the environment, the loading conditions, the geometry of the contacting bodies, etc.

A number of authors, including Korovchinsky [11], Galin [12], Galin and Korovchinsky [13], Korovchinsky et al. [14], McColl et al. [15] and Ding et al. [16], have reported on fretting wear prediction methodologies based on the Archard wear equation [17], appropriate, immediately at least, to simple laboratory specimen configurations; inevitably round against-flat or flat-against-flat. However, a number of these approaches are also appropriate for extension to complex engineering assemblies.

Splined couplings are frequently cited as complex assemblies that experience fretting damage [18,19], that is, both wear and fatigue. The loading conditions that give rise to fretting wear, fretting fatigue or plain fatigue in such a coupling have been investigated by the present authors [20–22]. However, the number of publications that consider directly the fretting wear of these couplings is very limited. Ku and Valtierra [19] investigated the effect of design parameters, such as tooth crowning and angular misalignment, as well as the effects of lubrication, material type and surface treatment on general wear in splines. In particular this work highlighted that angular misalignments are the most significant parameters causing spline coupling wear.

Misalignments are typically attributed to manufacturing and installation errors and, more importantly, to dynamic operating conditions.
Using boundary element analysis, Olver et al. [23] attempted to make qualitative correlations between wear depth distribution computationally determined and the appearance of worn spline tooth flank surfaces. For these reasons it is started this PhD thesis that has the purpose of realizing a new design method that, considering the effective number of teeth in contact and then the real contact pressure on them, is able to predict the presence of fretting wear in a complex component as the splined coupling. This chapter reviews the current state of knowledge concerning fretting wear (FW). Firstly, a brief historical review of types of wear is conducted. The subject of fretting is introduced, followed by the key analysis techniques that can be applied to the fretting problem.

2.2) TYPES OF WEAR
Wear is generally defined [24] as the progressive material removal from the surface of a solid that has a relative motion related to another solid or a fluid.

The most common types of wear are adhesive and abrasive. A third type of wear is the corrosive one, in which the surface layer is cyclically corroded and removed by sliding, and after it comes back to form. Last phenomenon classifiable as a wear phenomenon is called fretting, also known as fretting corrosion, which is classified as adhesive wear, but usually includes also characteristic aspects of abrasive and corrosive wear. All forms of wear are greatly influenced by the presence of a lubricant.

2.2.1) Adhesive Wear
The surfaces of metallic materials are characterized by a certain degree of surface roughness; this range across a few microns (semifinished product) and tenths or hundredths of a micron (grinding, polishing and lapping). The high contact pressure and local heat generated by the friction cause significant temperature increases in minor areas, this creates favorable conditions for forming microwelding.
However, since the action of motion continues, the welded areas are separated as a result of breakage. The process, that continues cyclically with the formation and the subsequent breaking of welds or parts of the surrounding material, can deteriorate rapidly and irreversibly the component.

Given that the adhesive wear is essentially an expression of a localized welding phenomenon, turn out to be more prone to it weldable materials. If the welding and breaking process of the surface asperities causes a metal transfer from one surface to another, the wear will also defines "scoring". When the welding interested extended portions of the contacting surfaces in such a way as to reduce (or to prevent) the relative sliding, it speaks of "seizing". A high adhesive wear is also called "galling". A moderate adhesive wear (for example between piston rings and cylinder liner) is defined as "scuffing". In Figure 2.1 is shown a schematic representation of adhesive wear.

![Figure 2.1: schematic representation of adhesive wear](image)

2.2.2) Abrasive Wear

Main feature abrasive wear is the presence of oxides that tend to scratch the contact surface and gives typically red rust color. The oxidation of steel is essentially due to the effect of air or other substances containing oxygen; in addition to this phenomenon, it must be considered that also the lubricant used can decompose into harmful products that clog the filter by decreasing the correct dosage of oil.
In Figure 2.2 is shown a schematic representation of abrasive wear.

![Schematic representation of abrasive wear](image)

**Figure 2.2: schematic representation of abrasive wear [25]**

To prevent the formation of these abrasive substances it must be ensured a continuous and constant dosage of lubricant and it must be prevented the relative sliding between the components.

A possible solution can be the coating with substances such as silver, copper or nickel; thus doesn't eliminate the wear phenomenon, but it increases the operating life: in fact, the metal removal occurs only once it is removed the coating too.

As it can be seen in the Figure 2.3, it is possible to have four types of abrasive wear: *the cut* (I) is the first mechanism represented. The cut material is removed as wear debris and on the surface is observed many grooves generally pyramid or spherical shaped. Below the abraded surface there is a considerable plastic deformation, which leads to material hardening and thus a wear phenomenon reduction.

When the abraded material is fragile, for example a ceramic, it has the *fracture* (II) of the surface. In this case, the debris are the result of the advancement of cracks.

When a ductile material is subject to abrasion by particles without corners, cutting phenomena are disadvantaged and the abraded surface is subjected to *repetitive deformations* (III). In this case, the debris is the result of metals fatigue phenomena.
The final mechanism, *pull-out* (IV), is the detachment or the expulsion of the particles.

This mechanism is very common in ceramic materials where the grain boundary is relatively weak for which the phenomenon is very rapid. In this case, the whole grain becomes debris.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.3: types of abrasive wear [24]**

2.2.3) Fretting wear phenomenon

Fretting is defined as the small amplitude (typically 1-100 µm) oscillatory relative motion between two surfaces in contact.

The fretting is mainly a type of adhesive wear, but also includes aspects of abrasive corrosive wear: the wear occurs when two surfaces pressed one against the other are subject to relative movements of small amplitude.

The resulting damage may consist in a simple surfaces discoloration, in the formation of surface craters (the most common case) or in the removal of a considerable amount of material.

The oscillating movement causes the surface layers erosion, exposing new areas to the phenomena of welding and breaking parts.
The debris oxidizing give rise to very small abrasive particles (order of microns), which are deposited and cause the worsening of wear process. Depending on the materials in contact resistance to fretting varies strongly. This phenomenon is delayed when there is the presence of compression surface residual stresses.

The lubricants characterized by low viscosity and high strength tend to reduce the intensity of fretting because they maintain the oxygen away from the area of interface and generally they carry away the debris created by wear.

In some cases, the wear can be stopped by increasing the contact pressure in order to stop the relative movement; however, in the event that the movement continues, the damage from erosion usually will tend to increase with increasing pressure.

It is known that this phenomena occurs in many nominally static mechanical arrangements undergoing vibrations or cyclic stresses. The microslip causes damage to the surfaces and eventual failure is by means of fretting fatigue (catastrophic failure) or fretting wear (loss of fit).

The slip condition in fretting is often described as:

- complete stick,
- partial slip,
- full (gross) sliding.

Fretting was first observed in the grips of a plain fatigue test by Eden and Rose in 1911 [26]. The presence of fretting is often unexpected and causes reduction in life, emphasizing the importance of recognizing and avoiding the phenomenon for practical design cases. The understanding of fretting is complicated by the presence of friction at the contact interface.

2.2.3.1) Effect of Friction in Fretting Wear

A metallic surface is not perfectly flat and increased magnification reveals the roughness of the surface profile. The individual surface protrusions are termed asperities. When two surfaces are brought into contact, the asperities
of the individual surfaces interact and junctions of contact are formed. This interaction creates a resistance to tangential motion and this force is termed 'friction'.

Leonardo da Vinci is credited as the first to attempt a systematic study of friction, with the investigations later rediscovered by Guillaume Amonton. The so-called laws of friction, formulated from empirical observations, are often stated as:

- the friction force is proportional to the normal load (Amonton’s 1st law),
- the friction force is independent of the apparent area of contact (Amonton’s 2nd law),
- the friction force is independent of the sliding velocity (Coulomb’s law).

These ‘laws’ are not observed across all experimental conditions and were formulated for 'dry' conditions where no lubricant is applied.

Amonton’s 1st law leads to the relation:

\[ F = \mu N \]  

(eq. 2.1)

where \( F \) is the friction force, \( N \) is the normal load and \( \mu \) is termed the coefficient of friction.

The coefficient of friction (COF) can vary widely between different material combinations, from as low as 0.001 to around 10 in a vacuum. Most metals tested in air lie in the range 0.1 to 1.0 [27]. It has often been observed that the COF is greater under static (\( \mu_s \)) than dynamic conditions (\( \mu_d \)), but frequently found that \( \mu_d \) is essentially independent of sliding velocities for most practical situations encountered (Coulomb’s law).

In addition to the commonly employed Coulomb friction law, different friction laws have been formulated and are detailed in [28].

It was initially believed that the frictional force principally arose from the interaction of asperities [29]. The Coulomb model describes the contact
between two surfaces with simplified wedge-shaped asperities, by applying a normal contact load and displacing the two surfaces relative to each other. The model indicates that the work done is fully recovered as the surfaces slide, inferring that no frictional force is generated if the model is followed exactly.

This leads to the conclusion that another mechanism is responsible for the generation of the frictional force. In metallic materials this is attributed to the plastic deformation experienced by the asperities, and is denoted $F_{def}$.

It has also been proven that adhesion between the two surfaces $F_{adh}$ caused by the inter-atomic forces contributes to the total friction force.

The groundbreaking work of Bowden and Tabor [30] offered a key explanation of the behavior of friction. They stated that the ‘real’ area of contact is significantly less than the apparent area. Their work, at first, seemed to be in discrepancy with Amonton’s laws, but they showed that with an increase in normal load, a subsequent increase in the ‘real’ area of contact is obtained. This may be investigated by approximating the asperity contacts as cylindrical, with the assumption that asperities are usually blunt.

This leads to the application of the mathematical theory of Hertzian contact that it will be explained in the later chapter.

Assuming plastic behavior of the asperities, the total real area of contact is found to be proportional to the normal load, thereby attaining approximate agreement with Amonton’s laws.

By investigating the real area of asperity contact and assuming asperity failure is governed by the shear stress of the material, the contribution of the adhesion force, for conventionally processed metals, to the COF is approximated by [27]:

$$\mu_{adh} \approx 0.2$$  
(eq. 2.2)

From an assumption of an idealized rigid conical asperity, the contribution of deformation processes is estimated by:
\[ \mu = \cot(\alpha) \]  

(eq. 2.3)

where \( \alpha \) is defined in Figure 2.4 and is generally greater than 80°, giving \( \mu_{\text{def}} < 0.1 \).

![Figure 2.4: The model for the deformation component of friction, reproduced from [27].](image)

This suggests that the total coefficient for two metals in sliding contact should not be around 0.3. It is usually observed that the experimentally estimated COF is significantly greater than this. Junction growth (dependence of real contact area on tangential load) and work hardening effects are thought to contribute to the discrepancy between the predicted and measured COF.

The COF is often difficult to quantify and its determination remains one of the biggest challenges in fretting research. Experimentally, it is commonly observed that the COF is initially low (as low as 0.1), followed by a rapid increase [31].

This is attributed to the beneficial (lubricating) surface layer films that are present during the initial stages of the test, which are quickly eliminated during the sliding motion, leading to metal-on-metal contact.

The initial sliding motion can also increase surface roughness, leading to an increased COF. The standard approach is to establish the bulk variables (friction force and normal load) by measurement or calculation. A complexity encountered is that, under partial slip conditions, the bulk approach is an approximation due to the presence of stick zones. One approach taken is to interrupt a test to determine the mean coefficient. This is
conducted by increasing the tangential force until full sliding occurs. From the mean value, the distribution of the COF was analytically determined for the Hertzian and rounded-flat cases [32]. An additional obstacle is that the local distribution of the COF will vary across the contact surface. This effect is usually neglected in the analysis of FW.

2.3) INVESTIGATION ON FRETTING WEAR
In the early period of fretting research, experimental data was extensively interpreted with the aid of S-N curves. Plain fatigue testing would be conducted and the subsequent fretting results compared. This allowed the determination of strength reduction (‘knock-down’) factors that quantified the effect of fretting on life. It was subsequently recognized that a significant number of variables affect fretting and that greater rigor was necessary for further understanding. It has been cited that as many as fifty variables can influence the fretting process [33], highlighting the complexity. It was suggested that the factors could be separated and that they can be categorized into primary and secondary sets of variables. The primary variables were listed as:
- contact pressure (normal load),
- coefficient of friction (COF),
- slip amplitude.
The secondary variables consist of factors that are arguably accounted for by their effect on the primary variables. These include: contact geometry, material, surface conditions (roughness, hardness, etc.), residual stress, temperature and test frequency amongst others.

2.3.1) The methodology to quantify fretting damage
The methodology proposed to quantify fretting damage is subdivided into three following tasks:
- identification of the sliding conditions and quantification of the fretting regimes;
- analysis of a prediction model for the fretting wear;
- analysis of wear, focusing on surface roughness topography characterization.

This approach to fretting is focused on describing the contact behavior through intrinsic variables, which are respectively coefficient of friction, critical contact stresses and sliding of the contact area.

2.3.2) Sliding Analysis

Experiment and stress analysis show that it is necessary to well specify the various fretting loadings. The stress distributions in partial slip and gross slip are indeed different.

As described by Mindlin [34] for the sphere/plane contact, partial slip corresponds to a composite contact where a central stick domain is surrounded by a pulsing sliding annular domain. The contact behavior is then defined by a coupled elastic-sliding response inducing a hysteresis tangential force $Q(t)$ versus displacement $\delta(t)$ loop evolution [35, 36].

When gross slip occurs, the initial partial slip evolution is followed by a full sliding period. During this stage, the contact is characterized by a constant friction force associated with a pure dissipative behavior.

The tangential force $Q(t)$ versus displacement $\delta(t)$ loop presents a quadratic shape. The different domains of the sliding conditions are identified depending on the normal force and the displacements through the plotting of the sliding conditions are identified depending on the normal force and the displacements through the plotting of the sliding condition fretting map (Figure 2.5) [37, 38].
As shown in Figure 2.6, assuming the Mindlin [34] fretting contact model, the tangential force amplitude, which controls the stress amplitudes and then the cracking process, strongly increases under partial slip until a maximum at the transition $Q(t)$ which is maintained constant under gross slip.

On the other hand, the interfacial dissipated energy which is supposed to control matter removal is rather small under partial slip, displaying a curved evolution, whereas it presents a fast straight rise under gross slip conditions.
This basic observation is in total agreement with a large amount of experimental results where it was observed that the cracking process mainly evolved under partial slip before reaching a maximum risk next the transition.

Debris formation is essentially observed under gross slip.

2.3.3) Fretting Regimes

The subdivision into two fretting conditions (Figure 2.5) leads to three different fretting regimes when time evolution is considered (Figure 2.7): partial slip regime, gross slip regime (GSR) and mixed slip regime (MSR). [39, 40].

![Figure 2.7: Normal force versus displacement amplitude regime map [39]](image)

The most important thing to estimate is the boundary between sliding regimes, taking into account the tangential compliance of the system, the transition conditions $\delta_t$ can be compared to the expression given by Mindlin [34] (Figure 2.8):

$$\delta_t = \mu P^2 \bar{K}_1 \left( \frac{4E}{3R} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{eq 2.1}

$$\frac{1}{E} = \frac{1-v_2^2}{E_1} + \frac{1-v_2^2}{E_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{eq 2.2}

$$K_1 = \frac{3}{16} \left[ \frac{2-v_1}{G_1} + \frac{2-v_2}{G_2} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{eq 2.3}
where $\mu$ is the COF; $E_1, E_2$ are Young’s elastic moduli of bodies in contact [GPa]; $\nu_1, \nu_2$ are Poisson’s ration of the two bodies; $G_1, G_2$ are the shear elastic moduli of bodies in contact [GPa]; $R$ is the curvature equivalent [mm] and $P$ is the normal force [N].

Observing what has just been described, it is essential to know, in order to study the phenomenon of fretting wear, the flow conditions that lead to have a phenomenon of gross slip.

For this reason it is set up a program that, once insert the metal characteristic in exam, gives the fretting map for it (Figure 2.9)
Figure 2.9: Fretting map for steel versus steel for different coefficient of friction values

Once achieved this fretting map (Figure 2.9) it was decided which misalignment the spline coupling test bench (that will be described later in detail) needed to manage in order to obtain the GSR.

Observing Figure 2.9 is simple to note that the value of sliding, considering a COF=0.3 and a normal load under 100 [N] (equal to have a 700 [Nm] of torque), is near 0.2 [µm].

The Table 2.1 explains the correlation between misalignment and sliding of the contact area during a wear test on the test bench:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misalignment [']</th>
<th>Sliding [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: values of sliding of the contact area during a wear test on the test bench
As can be seen, all sliding values on Table 2.1 are greater than those of Figure 2.9; this means that in all our tests done during this study the gross slip regime is found and therefore the spline coupling under fretting wear phenomenon has analyzed.

2.4) FRETTING WEAR ON SPLINED COUPLINGS

Splines couplings are frequently employed in mechanical transmission systems for aeroengine applications because of their high specific torque transmission capacity and ability to tolerate some misalignment and movement [3].

Three spool high-bypass gas turbine aeroengines typically employ spline couplings to connect the low-pressure and intermediate-pressure turbine shafts to their corresponding fan and compressor shafts; also the transmission of torque within the gear box is guaranteed by these components. This suggests like the efficiency of the engine is correlated to the functioning of spline couplings.

The design and application of involute splines in aircraft power plants not only must consider the engineering properties of the metal employed, but also must provide for adequate lubrication to prevent serious wear problems. Splined connections can accommodate appreciable shaft misalignments; hence it is customary to use such connection when shaft misalignment is anticipated. However, when misalignment occurs, the resulting oscillatory relative motion between the engaged splines may result in significant wear damage.

For the small amplitude oscillatory motion normally associated with misaligned spline, the wear process appear to be ‘fretting’ dominated. That is, the amplitude of the relative motion is so small that wear debris is retained between the surfaces which are exposed to the contact stresses.

Splined couplings are frequently cited as complex assemblies that experience fretting damage [41, 42], both wear and fatigue. The loading conditions that
may rise to fretting wear, fretting fatigue or fatigue in such a coupling have been investigated by the present authors [43–45].

The fatigue behavior of spline couplings has been the subject of a number of studies [20, 21, 43, 44], with three prominent sources of stress concentration; spline root/fillet torsional stresses, spline fillet bending stresses and friction enhanced contact stresses [44]. To improve the fatigue performance, spline profile (tooth thickness) modification by axial barreling/crowning has been employed in order to reduce the end-of-engagement contact stresses [47, 48]; however, this further increases the complexity of the analysis due to the dependence of the spline tooth contact area on torque level.

Fretting wear is typically more gradual and progressive, compared with the above-mentioned fatigue failures. However, it can significantly add to the maintenance cost of an aeroengine. The fretting wear of spline couplings has received limited attention with studies initially concentrating on the wear and friction of straight flat sided splines [49-51].

Afterward Medina and Olver [52] carried out fretting tests on model splines with different surface treatments and coatings.

More recently, Ratsimba et al. [8] reported on a methodology to predict the fretting wear of a spline coupling subjected to cyclic torque, cyclic axial load and rotating bending moment.

Spline couplings involve complex geometries and loading regimes, ensuring that the prediction of stress (and slip) distributions in such assembles is not straightforward; consequently, early studies were generally restricted to torsion-only loads [3, 8, 53].

However, extensive testing of ‘simple’ fretting geometries, such as cylinder-on-flat, flat-on-flat and crossed-cylinders has been carried out [52, 53], and the main parameters affecting fretting wear found to be contact load, slip amplitude, frequency, contact geometry, surface roughness and material properties [10,54].

During the last decade the extension of numerical methods to contact problems involving friction made possible to predict the surface and
subsurface stresses on the spline teeth under general loads, and to determine contact pressure and slip distributions across the contacting spline surfaces. The “fretting map” approach showed previously confirms that fretting damage evolution depends strongly on the fretting regime [37, 55]. Debris is also a critical factor influencing fretting wear.
CHAPTER 3: FRETTING WEAR MODELLING APPROACH

3.1) INTRODUCTION

Due to the great need of industry to prevent fretting damage, fretting wear and fretting fatigue have been widely studied for more than twenty years [10, 55, 56]. Thanks to the fretting mapping approach [37,38], fretting wear and fretting fatigue are now both recognized to be at the origin of the two main mechanisms of damage, wear associated with particle detachment and crack nucleation and propagation, which can lead to failure of parts. Palliatives have been analyzed both theoretically and experimentally [55, 57, 58]. Soft and hard coatings were shown to be possible palliatives, depending on the tribosystem.

Even if some understanding now exist to explain why a coating can prevent or diminish fretting damage, it is still very difficult to propose guidelines for material or coating selection and to predict and quantify wear and cracking. Fretting resistance cannot be considered as an intrinsic property of a material, or even of a material couple. Recognizing that fretting can induce material loss (wear) or deep cracking, it is obvious that these two types of damage cannot be interpreted in terms of the same properties of the bodies. Wear induced by cracking is clearly identified as the response of materials to global overstraining of the surface, while cracking induced by fretting usually appears as the consequence of local overstressing [59]. These two kind of loading (overstraining and overstressing) can appear in a vibrational contact. For instance, depending on the amplitude of the displacement or on the normal load, the fretting conditions can be partial slip or gross slip. These two situations do not induce the same local loading of the surface. Moreover, depending on the amplitude of the displacement, the environmental atmosphere may be suspected of having a different effect.

Many analyses have dealt with crack phenomena, but only in the case of fretting fatigue. However, it is to be kept in mind that fatigue cracking is related to two types of fretting. In the same way the question now arises about the specificity of fretting in the wear analysis.
This work is concerned with identifying convenient tools to firstly detect the nature of the local condition and then to quantify the risk of material loss.

3.2) FRETTING WEAR MODELLING APPROACH
The development of a fretting wear model for a spline coupling or other coupling subjected to a complex loading regime requires the integration of a number of ‘tools’. However, if successful, in addition to the prediction of fretting wear and concomitant service life, such an approach would enable the evolution of contact geometry and the associated fatigue pertinent stresses to be predicted.

The tools required for such an approach are:
(i) a detailed geometrical model of the coupling;
(ii) knowledge of how the coefficient of friction changes with distance slid (in this study it is considered constant and equal to 0.3 on first approximation);
(iii) a solver to calculate the contact pressure and then the stresses;
(iv) a solver to calculate the slip distributions during a complete rotation of the spline coupling;
(v) an algorithm to predict the wear and its direction.

3.3) SPLINED COUPLINGS ANALYTICAL MODEL
The currently design methods available in literature take into account the static and fatigue failures, with regard to the wear, only the Dudley method [3] takes this into account, but roughly.

Several factors influence the duration and, therefore, the dimensioning of splined couplings: the type of load, lubrication, rotational speed, etc., but the most important is the number of teeth in contact that actually contribute to load transmission.

Ideally, the load that must be transmitted by a splined coupling is distributed uniformly on all component teeth; in practice, only a part of them is in contact and transmits torque and this is due to machining tolerances and relative production and mounting errors.
Previously, it isn’t easy to be able to calculate the actually teeth number in contact and traditional design methods suggest a predetermined number of that, in general, vary from 50% to 75% [2-5] depending on the spline coupling and the applied load type.

In a recent paper [60], a statistical method for the determination of the actual teeth number in contact has been proposed.

It is clear that knowing the real load distribution between the teeth is the most important information to be able to correctly size and/or to verify these components.

In fact, the load distribution on teeth doesn’t only affect static and fatigue behavior of these, but also affects the wear phenomena.

For these reasons it was created a two-dimensional model that has the purpose of calculating the effective contact teeth number and the forces distribution between the teeth knowing the machining and assembly tolerances of the spline coupling.

The computational code was validated by comparison with FEM models.

3.3.1) Superspline program calculation description

The new calculation code, called SUPERSPLINE, must allow a better spline coupling sizing than the methods currently used, optimizing the design and avoiding unnecessary over dimensioning.

The calculation program described below is proposed to determine the actual teeth number in contact, knowing in advance the machining and the assembly tolerances of the components.

In this discussion is taken into account the tolerance of parallel offset that is a concentricity error between shaft and hub rotating axes and which can be determined by construction or mounting errors.

The calculation program developed is divided into three main modules:

1. GEOSPLINE
2. STRASPLINE
3. ITERSPLINE
The module GEOSPLINE is a subroutine that graphically represents the spline and calculating the clearance between the teeth, the teeth sequence engagement and the rays on the teeth of the forces applied. The module STRASPLINE performs the teeth deformation calculation (and therefore the calculation of their rigidity) discretizing the tooth into parts and representing it as a fixed beam. The module ITERSPLINE is the central part of the program and allows to calculate the number of teeth in contact and the forces exchanged between the teeth through an iterative procedure. Figure 3.1 shows the flowchart of the computational code SUPERSPLINE.

![SUPERSPLINE flowchart](image)

Figure 3.1: SUPERSPLINE flowchart

3.3.1.1) Geometric sub-program (GEOSPLINE)

The geometric calculation program (GEOSPLINE) is used to define the geometry of the spline coupling analyzed by inserting the geometric characteristics and the tolerance of itself. The function of this module is not only graphics, but it allows to calculate the clearance between the spline coupling teeth which will allow the determination of the teeth deformation and therefore the number of teeth in contact.
The spline coupling geometry is automatically generated giving main dimensions (form, diameter, etc.), the scaling and tolerances like input. It is also possible the inputting of the fillet radii at the tooth root.

The first step in the geometry generation is the design of involute profile of the ideal shaft and the ideal hub (no clearance) and the design of the inside, the outside and the bottom of the tooth diameters (Figure 3.2).

![Figure 3.2: Representation of the shaft and the hub teeth in nominal conditions.](image)

Following, clearance between the teeth is created by rotating the tooth profile around the center of the spline coupling (Figure 3.3), so as to obtain the value of the clearance set, which consists in a linearly clearance measured on the point of the involute at the pitch diameter.
Following the shaft is moved respect to the hub in order to obtain the parallel offset error (which has been set in the input data) (Figure 3.4).

The next step is the points identification, on the involute, of each tooth that are in contact (Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Identification of the involutes points on the shaft and on the hub that may come into contact.

From these points the clearance between the teeth is calculated (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Clearance calculation between the teeth along the involute side.

Then the first pair of teeth in contact is identified, after that the teeth engagement sequence is obtained and the points of contact between the teeth is calculated and, therefore, the rays of force application (Figure 3.7).
The GEOSPLINE module also allows the fillet radii integration at the tooth bottom of the shaft and of the hub. It is possible, according to the geometric dimensions put into the program, to obtain different fitting configurations (Figure 3.8 and 3.9).
The outputs of the GEOSPLINE module are: the teeth clearances, the contact rays, the engagement sequence and the individual thicknesses slices in which the teeth will be discretized.

3.3.1.2) Teeth deflections sub-program (STRASPLINE)

The module STRASPLINE allows to calculate the deformation and, therefore, the teeth bending stiffness.

Teeth deformation has been calculated considering the tooth as a cantilever beam and it is discretized into slices and it is loaded by a concentrated force at the bottom.

In the literature works the teeth stiffness [4, 61, 62], is calculated considering bending, shear and compression. In [61] and [62] is also taken into account the stiffness of the constraint.

In the works above, the contact force exchanged between the spline teeth is considered applied along the straight line of action, as in the case of the gear.

In Figure 3.10 are shown, by example, two gear teeth in contact: the force exchanged between them acts along the pressure line and it can be shifted until it intersects the tooth centerline.

If the contact is considered in the center of instantaneous rotation, the strength is inclined to the tooth centerline by the pressure angle, and it can be decomposed into its tangential ($F_t$) and radial ($F_r$) components.
The splined coupling with involute teeth profile can be thought of as gear, but they are fundamentally different to them, not so much for the geometrical construction parameters, but rather for the coupling mode.

In fact, in the splined couplings case, theoretically all teeth are simultaneously engaged and the contact between them is always present during the rotation of the shaft;

Moreover, the contact area between the teeth is not a limited area (ideally a line along the face width), but is a larger area which includes the entire length of the involute in contact (Figure 3.11).

This makes that the force exchanged between the splined coupling teeth doesn’t act along a pressure line, but it must necessarily obtain the point of the resulting application [64].
The resulting of contact pressure between the teeth and the relative point of application depend on the contact pressure distribution and, therefore, by the tooth stiffness itself.

In this work, as a first approximation, has been considered as the application point of the force resultant a contact point on the involute in correspondence of the pitch diameter [64], as shown in Figure 3.12.

The mathematical formulation was developed by Curà et al. [65].

![Figure 3.12: Scheme of the contact force exchanged between the teeth of a splined coupling [63]](image)

3.3.1.3) Number of teeth in contact sub-program (ITERSPLINE)

The actual number of engaging teeth and the corresponding load sharing is calculated by means of an iterative process. This recursive logic can be easily explained with reference to the flow chart shown in Figure 3.1 where Z is the total number of teeth.

At the beginning of the iterative process only one pair of teeth is in contact, the corresponding load value is applied and the teeth deformation is calculated; if the deformation is higher than the circular gap required for a new pair of teeth to get in contact (gap between teeth and engagement order in unloaded condition have been previously calculated with the dedicated subroutine described previously), the new deformation is again calculated,
together with the number of engaged teeth. The algorithm proceeds until the total external torque is balanced and no further teeth get in contact due to loaded teeth deflections.

At the end of the recursive process, the actual number of engaging teeth and the corresponding applied load is obtained.

3.3.2) Validation Code
This paragraph describes the tests performed for validate the analytical models developed and previously analyzed.

3.3.2.1) Convergence of method
As first thing it is tried to find an acceptable tooth discretization value.
For doing this, the tooth was discretized with different values of slides; and in particular the slides values are: 5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 e 10000.
Obviously these results shall be obtained with the same Young's modulus, Poisson coefficient, load conditions and with the same geometry.

![Table 3.1: Convergence analysis of analytical models](image)

From the results shown in Table 3.1 it can be seen that the model converges to a result asymptotic from 1000 subdivisions.

3.3.2.2) FEM models
This section will describe the various steps that have led to the 2D model creation on which the FEM analysis were carried out.
In particular the analyzes were made on 1000-3000-5000 [Nm] load cases and under nominal alignment conditions.

MSC. Marc, that is a nonlinear implicit FEM solver, was the solver used and it was chosen for this case by the numerous contacts present in the model.

MSC. Patran was the graphic interface used.

**Spline coupling geometry:**
The spline coupling tested has been designed by Avio SpA Group

Table 3.2 summarizes the characteristic data of the spline coupling adopted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HUB</th>
<th>SHAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teeth number</strong></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centering</strong></td>
<td>On sides</td>
<td>On sides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pressure angle [°]</strong></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitch diameter [mm]</strong></td>
<td>33.02</td>
<td>33.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base diameter [mm]</strong></td>
<td>28.596</td>
<td>28.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outside diameter [mm]</strong></td>
<td>35.281-35.789</td>
<td>34.595-34.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start involute diameter [mm]</strong></td>
<td>34.874</td>
<td>31.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inner diameter [mm]</strong></td>
<td>31.318-31.445</td>
<td>29.972-30.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circular thickness [mm]</strong></td>
<td>1.994-2.068</td>
<td>1.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Face width [mm]</strong></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Design data of splined coupling
It was obtained a 2D section of the spline coupling at the half-face width. This slice, which is shown below, represents the starting point of the FEM analysis.
Subsequently it has been obtained, always with the CAD aid, a circular sector corresponding to the half tooth and to the half vain respectively for the external and the internal spline coupling. It was decided to carry out the mesh of the half tooth in order to have a full symmetrical mesh.

3.3.2.3) Mesh creation
The circular sector, described in the paragraph above, was used as the basis for obtaining the mesh of the whole 2D model, as shown in Figure 3.18.
As shown, it was decided to adopt a finer grid at the tooth sides and sparser to get away from it. This decision is a good compromise in terms of accuracy of the results and use of resources. In fact, a finer grid over the model has led to excessive computation time without value-added results.

The next step was to rotate the circular sector, previously obtained, in order to get the splined coupling completely modeled.

It is essential to mention that not using the 2D model like commencing section allowed to have a symmetrical mesh for the single tooth and, beside it, to have equal meshes for each teeth.

In this way, it becomes much easier to compare the FEM results with those of analytical models because the latter are obtained on the single tooth.

In the Figure 3.19 is shown the images relating to the splined couplings meshes.

![Figure 3.19: Images of splined couplings meshes](image)

3.3.2.4) Material properties

In this paragraph and in the corresponding sub-sections are described steps taken to define the 2D solid properties. In particular are defined:
• material and his properties
• elements’ properties

For material properties are considered essentially the modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio and the density. The properties included in the model are those reported in Table 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>206000 [MPa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>7.85*10^-6 [Kg/mm³]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Model’s properties

The definition of this property is very important for reliability of the results and in particular with regard to two-dimensional analysis. In fact, while for 3D models you can define only the sets of elements as 3D solid, for two-dimensional models, there are two possible options: shell property and Plain Strain. For the this analysis is used the second case, because the 2D model analyzed is a section of a three-dimensional solid; using instead the first option you consider the model as a three-dimensional shell element.

3.3.2.5) Constraint definition
Considering our model it was decided to take on a tangential constrain on internal spline because it is more suitable to simulate a resistive torque, Figure 3.20.
It was decided, instead, not to constrain the radial displacement in order to allow a kind of spline ovalization; in this way it is simulated as close as possible the real case.
In order to obtain a tangential constraint, it is created a local cylindrical system of reference.
However, this condition of constraint was later modified to be able to compare the FEM results with those of the analytical model.
In fact, as a constraint condition of fixed joint is used and, therefore, it was decided to compare it with a model that does not permit the radial displacements.

3.3.2.6) Definition of contact conditions
As regards the contact instead, the software needs input regarding the bodies which can be rigid or deformable.
The ideal condition is one where the contact bodies are defined by all the elements constituting the solid in question.
However, because of the very high number of elements and nodes, it was opted for a lighter solution from the computational point of view; in fact, have been taken only the constituent elements of the involute profiles, that are the elements that really participate in the contact (Figure 3.21).
Both bodies were defined as deformable.
3.3.2.7) Load definition

The splined coupling is designed to work in 3 different load conditions, that are: 1000 - 3000 - 5000 Nm.

Torque has been defined as a tangential forces system acting on the nodes of the pitch diameter.

Are shown below the values of the tangential forces applied to the nodes (Table 3.4) and some pictures related to the load of 1000 Nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>Tangential Force [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>93.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>279.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>465.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Tangential forces

To obtain the value of the force was applied to the following equation:

\[ F_t = \frac{C}{R_p n b} \times 1000 \]  \hspace{1cm} (eq. 3.1)

where \( F_t \) is the tangential force [N]; \( C \) is the torque [Nm]; \( R_p \) is the pitch diameter [mm]; \( n \) is the number of teeth and \( b \) is the face width [mm].
The last step was to calibrate the model in order to have a uniform distribution of the contact along the profiles of the teeth (Figure 3.23).
3.3.2.8) Fixed joint single tooth model (FEM-0).
This model has a verification purpose; in fact its aim is to demonstrate that the spline coupling tooth can be studied as a beam with fixed joint constrains loaded along the profile to a concentrated force that you decide to position along the pitch diameter (Figure 3.24).

Figure 3.24: Single tooth model
For this model are shown (Figure 3.25-3.27) graphical representations of the distribution of stress and strain.

Figure 3.25: Stress (left) and strain (right) distribution for 1000 Nm torque

Figure 3.26: Stress (left) and strain (right) distribution for 3000 Nm torque
As can be seen from the previous images, when the tooth is fixed to the other part of the spline coupling, it tends to not deform; this analysis justifies the approximation made in the analytical model in which the contributions of deformation due to the sliding has not be considered.

The following models represent the shaft discretized with symmetrical mesh and loaded by concentrated forces applied to the pitch diameter.

3.3.2.9) Splined shaft loaded by concentrated tangential forces (FEM-1)

In Figure 3.28 is shown the model for analyzing the concentrated tangential forces.

In Figure 3.29 is shown, the graphical representation of the strains distribution given by FEM software.

Figure 3.27: Stress (left) and strain (right) distribution for 5000 Nm torque

Figure 3.28: Fixed shaft model
3.3.2.10) Splined shaft loaded by concentrated inclined forces (FEM-2)

In this model, unlike the previous one, the concentrated forces applied on the pitch diameter are inclined.

It was decided to use a pressure angle of 30 °.

The tangential component can easily be calculated as:

\[ F_r = F_t \tan(\alpha) \] (eq. 3.2)

The forces are shown in the table 3.5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C [Nm]</th>
<th>Ft [N]</th>
<th>Fr [N]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>93.18</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>279.55</td>
<td>161.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>465.92</td>
<td>269.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Forces of the model

3.3.2.11) Splined shaft loaded by concentrated inclined forces and with only tangential constrains (FEM-3)

This further FEM model has been developed to investigate the influence of the sliding on the tangential strains. According to Barrot [4], in fact, the
sliding effect causes a shaft compression that creates orthoradial deformation.
The model has been developed starting from the one described previously and just eliminating the radial constraint. The forces applied, therefore, are the same.

3.3.3) Analysis and results comparison
Results obtained in the previous chapter will now be analyzed and compared. Tables will be realized to facilitate the understanding and the percentage differences between the various models will be calculated. For notation simplicity, the analytical and numerical models will be indicated as:
POLITO that is the analytical model presented previously.
Depending on the contributions considered it will be named as:
• POLITO 1: includes the tangential strains due to bending, shear and rotation of the base.
• POLITO 2: includes the same strains of the model POLITO 1 but considers the concentrated force inclined at 30°.
• CORNELL: analytical model proposed by Cornell for the gear [67]: it will be compared with the model POLITO and it includes, consequently, the same contributions for the various cases.

Due to the different constraints of each model, they will be compared only with the shear strains (δt).
The deformations of the FEM 0 and 1 models are firstly compared with models POLITO 1 and CORNELL 1 to see if the hypothesis introduced in this study is valid and to calculate the percentage of error obtained by using it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>$\delta_t$ FEM 0 [mm]</th>
<th>$\delta_t$ FEM 1 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.02E-03</td>
<td>1.09E-03</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.89E-03</td>
<td>4.17E-03</td>
<td>6.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>6.49E-03</td>
<td>6.95E-03</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Comparison between FEM 0 and FEM 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>$\delta_t$ FEM 0 [mm]</th>
<th>$\delta_{TOT}$ POLITO1 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
<th>CORNELL 1 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.02E-03</td>
<td>1.10E-03</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>1.51E-03</td>
<td>32.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.89E-03</td>
<td>4.3E-03</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>4.46E-03</td>
<td>12.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>6.49E-03</td>
<td>7.2E-03</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>7.5E-03</td>
<td>13.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: Comparison between FEM 0, POLITO 1 and CORNELL models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>$\delta_t$ FEM 1 [mm]</th>
<th>$\delta_{TOT}$ POLITO1 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
<th>CORNELL 1 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.09E-03</td>
<td>1.10E-03</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.51E-03</td>
<td>27.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>4.17E-03</td>
<td>4.3E-03</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>4.46E-03</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>6.95E-03</td>
<td>7.2E-03</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>7.5E-03</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Comparison between FEM 1, POLITO1 and CORNELL models

As it can be seen from Table 3.6, models FEM 0 and 1 appear to be tuned; in particular, the percentage difference varies between 6 and 7% depending on the load case.

Comparing both FEM models with analytical models (POLITO 1 and CORNELL 1), good results may be obtained. In fact, the strains calculated by the model POLITO differ by no more than 9% from those obtained with the FEM 0 (Table 3.7) and not more than 3% from those resulting from the model FEM 1 (Table 3.8); the results of model CORNELL 1 are slightly higher.
The next step concerns the comparison of FEM 2, POLITO 2 and CORNELL 2 models.

In all three models the tangential force has been replaced the force inclined, obtained as a combination of a radial and a tangential component. Being the contribution to the radial force and to the sliding of POLITO and of CORNELL models are similar; the FEM models 2 and 3 will be compared only with the analytical model POLITO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>δt FEM 2 [mm]</th>
<th>δt POLITO 2 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.16E-03</td>
<td>1.12E-03</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.49E-03</td>
<td>3.36E-03</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5.82E-03</td>
<td>5.69E-03</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: Comparison between FEM 2 and POLITO 2 models

The analytical model POLITO gives excellent results even with the addition of the radial component of the applied force, presenting a maximum percentage difference of about 4%.

The next analysis will be carried out by comparing the tangential strains of the FEM 3 and POLITO 3 models.

It is recalled that the FEM 3 model is different from the FEM 2 model for the addition of the radial degree of freedom and, consequently, the POLITO 3 model has in addition sliding compared to the POLITO 2 model.

This contribution was introduced using the notation proposed by Barrot [4]. However, from the analysis of Table 3.10, it is possible to note that FEM 2 and FEM 3 models differ except for the values of radial deformation and not for tangential strains.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>δ_r FEM 2 [mm]</th>
<th>δ_t FEM 2 [mm]</th>
<th>δ_r FEM 3 [mm]</th>
<th>δ_t FEM 3 [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.33E-06</td>
<td>1.16E-03</td>
<td>1.6E-05</td>
<td>1.16E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>5.54E-06</td>
<td>3.49E-03</td>
<td>4.64E-05</td>
<td>3.49E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1.18E-05</td>
<td>5.82E-03</td>
<td>7.47E-05</td>
<td>5.82E-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10: Comparison of radial strain between FEM 2 and FEM 3 models

On the basis of this analysis it can be established that, in accordance with the classical structural mechanics, the presence or the absence of constraints or loads in purely radial direction influences only on the radial strains. For this case, values of the difference percentage are substantially higher, as it can be seen from Table 3.11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>δ_t FEM 3 [mm]</th>
<th>POLITO 3 [mm]</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.16E-03</td>
<td>1.7E-03</td>
<td>31.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.49E-03</td>
<td>5.06E-03</td>
<td>31.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5.82E-03</td>
<td>8.59E-03</td>
<td>32.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.11: Comparison between FEM 3 and POLITO 3 models

Comparing, instead, the FEM 3 model with the analytical model POLITO 2, results obtained are equivalent to those of Table 3.9.

On the basis of the previously compared results (both FEM and analytical), it may be observed that the analytical model is able to describe the behaviour of a spline coupling loaded by a system of concentrated and inclined forces: the related percentage errors are about 3%.

It can be seen that the models for the determination of the tooth deformation has a good correlation compared to the FEM models (Table 3.7, 3.8, 3.9).

So, using the Teeth deflections sub-program (STRASPLINE) with the Geometric sub-program (GEOSPLINE) it is possible to determine the
effective number of teeth in contact when geometric and/or mounting errors are applied to a spline coupling.

Once established the real number of teeth in contact, it is possible to determine the actual contact pressure between the teeth of a splined coupling.

3.4) CONTACT PRESSURE

The effect of the contact pressure on fretting wear life has been debated in the literature. It has generally been observed that there is a decrease in life with increasing contact pressure [68]. These findings are of significant practical importance, indicating that a designer ought to minimize the contact pressure in order to reduce the likelihood of an FW failure. One difficulty with the interpretation of the results of contact pressure studies is that other variables are also varied (notably shearing traction and contact slip). Iyer and Mall [69] studied the interaction for a titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) for a cylinder-on-flat configuration. They suggested that decreasing FW lives with increasing contact pressure was solely due to the increased contact pressure and increased stress magnitudes associated with higher normal loads and was independent of the other fretting parameters. This is unlikely to be the case given the importance of slip amplitude for fretting [70] and the interaction between all of the parameters.

As previously discussed, the work of Bowden and Tabor [30] offered a key explanation of the behavior of friction. Their work, at first, seemed to be in discrepancy with Amonton’s laws, but they showed that with an increase in normal load, a subsequent increase in the ‘real’ area of contact is obtained.

This leads to the application of the mathematical theory of Hertzian contact that it finds particular confirmation in the case of crowned splined couplings, in fact, because of their particular geometry, the tooth surfaces in contact can be simplified in the case of ellipsoid on plane.
3.4.1) Hertzian theory

Classical contact mechanics is most notably associated with Heinrich Hertz [71]. In 1882, Hertz solved the contact problem of two elastic bodies with curved surfaces. This still-relevant classical solution provides a foundation for modern problems in contact mechanics. For example, in mechanical engineering and tribology, Hertzian contact stress is a description of the stress within mating parts. The Hertzian contact stress usually refers to the stress close to the area of contact between two spheres of different radii, but with this theory it is possible to apply to arbitrary-geometry surfaces in contact (nonconforming and continuous).

According to the Hertz theory, when two generic bodies are in contact, and each other are pressed, they create an ellipsoidal contact area and the trend of pressure takes the form shown in Figure 3.30.

![Figure 3.30: pressure trend on contact area](image)

Where X and Y are the principle axes, a and b the semiaxis of the contact area, $\sigma_0$ the maximum value of pressure contact and $\sigma_z$ the trend of the pressure along the contact area.

To determine the contact pressure Hertz [71] suggests the following formulation:
\[ \sigma_z = \sigma_0 \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{x}{b} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{y}{a} \right)^2} \]  
(eq. 3.3)

where the maximum value of pressure is equal to:

\[ \sigma_0 = \frac{3}{2} \frac{F}{\pi ab} \]  
(eq. 3.4)

It is simple to note that, in order to know the trend of the contact pressure, it is necessary to determine the real contact area.

To do that, Hertz [71] suggests these formulations:

\[ a = \mu q \]  
(eq. 3.5)

\[ b = \nu q \]  
(eq. 3.6)

with:

\[ q = \sqrt{\frac{3}{8} \left( \frac{\theta_1 + \theta_2}{\sum \rho} \right) F} \]  
(eq. 3.7)

\[ \theta_1 = \frac{1-v_1^2}{E_1} 4 \]  
(eq. 3.8)

\[ \theta_2 = \frac{1-v_2^2}{E_2} 4 \]  
(eq. 3.9)

and for the gears:

\[ \sum \rho = \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \frac{1}{\sin \alpha} \]  
(eq. 3.10)

where with \( v_i \) and \( E_i \) (i=1,2) are respectively indicated the Poisson’s ratio and the Elastic modulus for the two bodies in contact; \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the diameters of the teeth in contact and \( \alpha \) the pressure angle and \( F \) is the force applied to the bodies.

As a function of the \( \cos \tau \) (eq. 3.11) the value of the two parameters \( \mu \) and \( \nu \) can be determined, using the graph (Figure 3.31) or solving a five equations system (Figure 3.32).
The expression of \( \cos \tau \) is:

\[
\cos \tau = \frac{\sqrt{(\rho_1 - \rho_1')^2 + (\rho_2 - \rho_2')^2 + 2(\rho_1 - \rho_1')(\rho_2 - \rho_2') \cos \omega}}{\sum \rho} \quad \text{(eq. 3.11)}
\]

where \( \rho_i \) and \( \rho_i' \) (i=1,2) are the principal curvatures and \( \omega \) is the angle between the main tangents of the bodies in contact.

Figure 3.31: \( \mu \) and \( \nu \) trend in function of \( \cos \tau \) [72]

In case of crowned splined couplings, the first hypothesis was that the contact is that cylinder-cylinder; by considering the following main
curvatures for the hub: \( \rho_1 = 0 \) (along the face width) and \( \rho_1' = -\frac{1}{R_1} \) (concave curvature, \( R_1 \) is the contact radius); for the shaft: \( \rho_2 = \frac{1}{R_c} \) (\( R_c \) is the crowned radius) and \( \rho_2' = \frac{1}{R_1} \) (convex curvature); when \( \omega=0 \) (perfect alignment between hub and shaft teeth); \( \cos \tau \) is:

\[
\cos \tau = \frac{(\rho_1-\rho_1')^2 + (\rho_2-\rho_2')^2 + 2(\rho_1-\rho_1')(\rho_2-\rho_2') \cos 2\omega}{\sum \rho} = \frac{\left(\frac{1}{R_1}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{1}{R_c}\right)^2 + 2\left(\frac{1}{R_c}\right)\left(\frac{1}{R_1}\right)}{\frac{1}{R_c} + \frac{1}{R_1}} = 1
\]

(eq.3.12)

when \( \cos \tau=0 \) \( \mu \to \infty \) and \( \nu=0 \) than \( a \to \infty \) and \( b=0 \) and the contact happens between two cylinders with parallel axes [72].

By these premises, it would be expected a pressure profile like that shown in Figure 3.34, but this doesn’t happen; in fact, as indicated by the experimental tests described in the next paragraph, the real contact area and the trend of the pressure are as shown in Figure 3.35.

This happens because of little machining errors (order of hundredths of a millimeter) make \( \rho_1 \neq 0 \).
3.4.2) Experimental validation of pressure model

As seen previously, the work of Bowden and Tabor [30] explains how the contact of spline coupling teeth can be analyzed by Hertzian theory; for this way, it has been developed a program that, once set the input parameters (geometries of spline coupling), gives the real contact area and pressure values.

The aim of the tests, conducted in the laboratory, is to validate the program realized during the PhD research activity.

To do that it has been used a test bench (described in detail in the next chapter) able to apply a constant torque and to permit a perfect alignment between hub and shaft axes of a spline coupling.

The pressure in the contact region (ie on the teeth) is very difficult to detect, due to the space between teeth very limited, making impossible to insert any mechanical/electronic device or dedicated sensor.
The only possibility to measure the contact pressure is to use a specific pressure-sensitive film positioned between the contact surfaces. These films have the property to color themselves proportionally to the applied torque.

3.4.2.1) Test Equipment

To realize the pressure test, a specific specimen has been realized; the difference of a specimen that has been used for the wear test are the whole dept of the teeth.

In fact to have an appropriate area in which to place the film it is chosen to realize a spline coupling with modulus equal to 6 (Figure 3.36 – 3.37).

Additional equipment results to be a hygrometer (Figure 3.38) that allows measurement of the temperature and the humidity, knowledge of which is essential to acquire the data provided by the films.
3.4.2.2) The Fuji-film prescale

This kind of sensor is a tool easy to use to detect the magnitude and the distribution of the pressure between two surfaces in contact, and to determinate the real contact area.

The application of the film results to be a simple operation, just cut it of the desired size and apply it between the two surfaces in contact, start the test and remove them once impressed namely once that appear different magenta hues proportional to the load applied between the two surfaces of interest; like show in Figure 3.39.

It is possible perform two types of pressure measurements with this sensor: momentary or continuous.

In the first case the time to reach the pressure is 5 sec and the time of retention at the pressure is 5 sec.
In the second case the time to reach the pressure is 2 min and the time of retention at the pressure is 2 min.

The films may be of two different types, one consisting of two layers (designated by the producer A + C) and one formed instead by a single layer. In the two-layer (Figure 3.40) are overlapped two different films, the first (named A) is constituted by a polyester base on which are deposited microcapsules of color, the second (named C) also consists of one polyester base coated but with a developing layer. This type is used for the films more sensible, ie those which measure a pressure range less than 10 [Mpa].

![Figure 3.40: Two layers film [73]](image)

The films with a single layer (Figure 3.41) instead are obtained by depositing on a polyester base firstly the layer of development and then covering this with the microcapsules containing the color. This solution is adopted for the films which measure pressures greater than 10 [Mpa].

![Figure 3.41: One layer film [73]](image)

The prescale films also are available in eight different types according to the range of pressure that are able to detect. Below is a list (Figure 3.42):
This type of sensor is sensitive to environment humidity and temperature, in fact, the manufacturer must declare for the Prescale films an accuracy of 10%, calculated at the temperature of 23 °C and with a relative humidity of 65%. Furthermore, the temperature recommended for the use of these varies from 20 to 35°C and the humidity from 20 to 80%.

For the tests the single sheet MS films with a measuring range from 10 MPa to 50MPa has been chosen to use.

Once finished the test, it must be acquired the data; for do this it is possible to operate in two ways:

1) It is based on the analysis of the film through the use of the human eye, in fact to identify the color intensity imprinted on the film it is used a table (given by the manufacturer), Figure 3.43.

Then it must classify the working environment conditions during the experiment ie known temperature and humidity of that and use the
following chart (Figure 3.44) to identify the corresponding workspace (A, B, C, D or E).

![Figure 3.44: Working environment conditions [73]](image)

Finally, depending on the type of test carried out (continuous or momentary) and the film type, it is used an additional chart (Figure 3.45 - Figure 3.46) to define the pressure in a certain film area.

![Figure 3.45: Example of continuous pressure chart for LLLW film type [73]](image)
Defect of this method is the greater imprecision of calculation compared to that afforded by the producer, in fact the accuracy becomes of ± 25%.

2) The film is used by a dedicated software called FPD-8010E (developed by the Fujifilm). Thanks to that is possible to analyze the values of the pressure with an accuracy of about 0.125 [mm]

When the film is scanned, the program creates a new file, converting the intensity of the magenta color in pressure values: the results of this conversion can be seen in figure 3.47

Figure 3.46: Example of momentary pressure chart for LLLW film type [73]

Figure 3.47: film analysis through software FPD-8010E
3.4.2.3) Results

Once obtained the digital images of the films, pressure points data have been transferred into a file. TXT, that permit to analyze them with Excel. With Excel was possible to identify easily the average value that the pressure along the radial direction assumes for each axial coordinate, and with this program it was possible to compare the analytical data of the model with the experimental ones.

To validate the analytic model numerous tests have been carried out, and particularly three different levels of torque (400-700-1000 [Nm]) and thus of force on the teeth of the splined coupling have been analyzed.

In Figure 3.48-3.56 there are the results of the comparison between the analytical model and the experimental tests for some teeth.

![3D trend pressure](image)

**Figure 3.48:** 3d trend pressure: experimental data (big mesh) and analytical model (fine mesh) for 400 [Nm] torque

![Contact area 3D trend of pressure](image)

**Figure 3.49:** contact area: experimental data (dotted line) and analytical model (solid line) for 400 [Nm] torque
Figure 3.50: Pressure comparison, x-axis (left) and y-axis (right); experimental data (red line) and analytical model (blue line) for 400 [Nm] torque.

Figure 3.51: 3D trend pressure: experimental data (big mesh) and analytical model (fine mesh) for 700 [Nm] torque.

Figure 3.52: Contact area: experimental data (dotted line) and analytical model (solid line) for 700 [Nm] torque.
Figure 3.53: pressure comparison, x-axis(left) and y-axis (right); experimental data (red line) and analytical model (blue line) for 700 [Nm] torque

Figure 3.54: 3d trend pressure: experimental data (big mesh) and analytical model (fine mesh) for 1000 [Nm] torque

Figure 3.55: contact area: experimental data (dotted line) and analytical model (solid line) for 1000 [Nm] torque
Figure 3.56: pressure comparison, x-axis(left) and y-axis (right); experimental data (red line) and analytical model (blue line) for 1000 [Nm] torque

Tables 3.12-3.20 show the comparison results between the analytical model and the experimental results for the values of the elliptic contact area principal axes, the percentage average difference between the axes and between the pressure and the values of the maximum pressure ($\sigma_0$). These comparison is done for three levels of torque.

1) Test result when it is applied 400 [Nm] torque in the test bench

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analytical principal axes values of the contact area [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental principal axes of the contact area (average values) [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.12: contact area principal axes comparison for 400 [Nm] torque
| Table 3.13: percentage difference of the average values of the contact area principal axes and of the maximum value of contact pressure for 400 [Nm] torque |
|---|---|---|---|
| Tooth | 2a (average) | 2b (average) | Pressure |
| 1 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 8.86 |
| 2 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 15.58 |
| 3 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 15.13 |
| 4 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 15.48 |
| 5 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 12.77 |
| 6 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 9.21 |
| 7 | 4.2 | 8.22 | 9.86 |

| Maximum pressure value [Mpa] |
|---|---|
| Experimental | Analytical |
| 25.2 | 27.19 |

| Table 3.14: comparison between the maximum values of the contact pressure for 400 [Nm] torque |

2) Test result when it is applied 700 [Nm] torque in the test bench

| Analytical principal axes values of the contact area [mm] |
|---|---|
| 2a | 2b |
| 9.74 | 19.45 |

| Experimental principal axes of the contact area (average values) [mm] |
|---|---|
| 2a | 2b |
| 9.37 | 17.77 |

<p>| Table 3.15: contact area principal axes comparison for 700 [Nm] torque |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tooth</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>10.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>14.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.16: percentage difference of the average values of the contact area principal axes and of the maximum value of contact pressure for 700 [Nm] torque

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Analytical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pressure value [Mpa]</td>
<td>28.51</td>
<td>29.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.17: comparison between the maximum values of the contact pressure for 700 [Nm] torque

3) Test result when it is applied 1000 [Nm] torque in the test bench

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Analytical principal axes values of the contact area [mm]</th>
<th>Experimental principal axes of the contact area (average values) [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>20.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.18: contact area principal axes comparison for 1000 [Nm] torque
### Percentage difference %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tooth</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>14.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.19: percentage difference of the average values of the contact area principal axes and of the maximum value of contact pressure for 1000 [Nm] torque

### Maximum pressure value [Mpa]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Analytical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.20: comparison between the maximum values of the contact pressure for 1000 [Nm] torque

As it can be seen from what previously written the pressure code has been validated by comparisons with the experimental tests. Particularly, it was observed that the analytical model is able to describe what happens in loaded teeth of a spline coupling, presenting the percentage minimum error of about 2.8% when it is applied 700 [Nm] torque and a maximum error values of 15.58 when it is applied 400 [Nm] torque. These percentage errors are very good; in fact also the manufacturer provides a measurement error of the films that is about 10%.

Another important experimental result is shown in Table 3.21.
Experimental axes [mm]  Analytical axes [mm]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>$\sqrt[3]{F}$</th>
<th>Root ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>17.77</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>19.45</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental axes ratio</th>
<th>Analytical axes ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>700/400</td>
<td>1.26  1.25  1.26  1.26  1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/700</td>
<td>1.06  1.03  1.119 1.12  1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.21: cube root ratio between experimental and analytical values of the contact area principal axes

The Hertzian theory [71] shows how the principal axes of the contact area must change with the value $\sqrt[3]{F}$ (eq. 3.5 - 3.7), where F is the force applied to the two bodies in contact.

To validate the values of the contact area provided by the analytical program, it is chosen to compare the cube root ratio.

As it can be seen in Table 3.21, the ratios of the experimental tests and the analytical model are very similar.

Once established both real contact area and pressure trend, it is possible to analyze another important factor responsible of the presence of the fretting wear.

3.5) CONTACT SLIP AMPLITUDE

The magnitude of contact slip has been shown to be a key parameter with respect to fretting wear, although it has persistently been challenging to experimentally determine. It is typically small and therefore prone to experimental error. Researchers have used linear-variable differential transformers (LVDTs) [44], and extensometers [74, 75] near the contact surfaces in an attempt to quantity its magnitude.
It is almost universally found that the measurements are significantly greater than the analytically or numerically-predicted values (e.g. by finite element analysis such as in Ref. [76]).

Nevertheless, Nishida et al. [77] obtained a good correlation with FE predicted values by utilizing a novel experimental approach. They used a test setup in-situ with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to measure the displacement of a point on the fretting pads in relation to the fretting specimen. They found that their SEM measured displacements were significantly less than those measured using an extensometer.

It is generally accepted that a significant proportion of the discrepancy between measured and predicted displacements is due to the compliance of the testing fixture. Attempts have been made to include the compliance in the models, although the actual contributions from the individual test parts have not to date been fully modeled. Including more of the test fixtures in models will typically help to better quantify the compliance effects.

The three regimes that are used to describe the contact slip state are: complete stick, partial slip and full (gross) sliding. These are often plotted on a fretting map (FM) as shown, for example, in Figure 2.8.

The contact slip regime can be inferred from analysis of the dynamic experimental force-displacement loops. Figure 3.57 shows the characteristic shapes of the loops for each of the fretting regimes [38].

![Figure 3.57: The characteristic shape of the fretting F-δ loops for a) stick b) partial slip c) gross sliding [38]](image)
For complete stick, the relationship is linear. Under partial slip, a hysteresis loop is observed due to energy dissipation. For full sliding conditions, the hysteresis loop is opened up and portions of the curve are parallel to the displacement axis. A drawback of inferring the slip regime from bulk measurements is that the technique is unable to discern the variation of contact slip across the surface.

To overcome this, Jin and Mall used the FE method to discern the variation of the slip across the surface [78], calibrating it against the measured global relative displacements. An alternative method of determining the slip regime was offered by Varenberg [79], introducing a non-dimensional ‘slip index’. It was argued that this provides a more accurate description of the fretting condition. However the approach has not, to date, received widespread use in the field.

Vingsbo and Soderberg [37] examined various experimental data from the literature for the cylinder-on-flat geometry. They usefully represented the effect of slip amplitude on FF life as in Figure 3.58.

![Figure 3.58: The effect of slip amplitude on fretting fatigue life and wear rate](image)

Figure 3.58: The effect of slip amplitude on fretting fatigue life and wear rate [37]
For complete stick behaviour, or low amplitude slip, component life may be interpreted as the plain fatigue life in the presence of a stress concentration and associated gradient. They crucially showed that there exists a critical slip amplitude which yields the minimum FW life. This is often in the partial slip regime. For larger slip amplitudes (gross sliding regime) the life is seen to recover, possibly due to wear mechanisms becoming more dominant.

An additional explanation was offered following a numerical wear simulation methodology [16, 80]. It was shown that the stress field is amplified during partial slip and attenuated during gross sliding conditions. The quantitative determination of the competition between fatigue cracking and wear mechanisms offers promise in the understanding of FW.

In this thesis a program has been realized to analyze the movement that the contact area of the spline coupling does during a complete rotation. In fact to understand the fretting wear phenomenon on the splined coupling a test bench was created; this test bench, that will explained in detail in the next chapter, has the peculiarity to maintain constant the misalignment between the hub and the shaft of the specimen (the spline coupling).

Starting from this assumption, a cinematic model is realized; analyzing the scheme in Figure 3.59, it is possible to observe how the contact area, when the spline coupling is perfectly aligned (red ellipse), changes his position (blue ellipse) when a misalignment of β angle is imposed.

This contact area translation happens in a half rotation; to analyze a complete rotation of the specimen, the same operation must be repeated in the opposite direction.
Observing the scheme in Figure 3.59 is simple to obtain the displacement equations of the contact area points:

\[
x_i' = y_i \cdot \sin \beta + x_i \cdot \cos \beta \quad \text{(eq. 3.13)}
\]

\[
y_i' = y_i \cdot \cos \beta - x_i \cdot \sin \beta \quad \text{(eq. 3.14)}
\]

By combining the equation of the abscissa and of the ordinate coordinates, it is obtained the displacement matrix:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_i' \\
  y_i'
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  y_i & x_i \cdot \cos \beta \\
  -x_i \cdot \sin \beta & \cos \beta
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  x_i \\
  y_i
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Once that all the coordinates of the new contact area points are obtained (blue ellipse), it is simple to obtain the sliding points value:

\[
\delta = \sqrt{(x_i' - x_i)^2 + (y_i' - y_i)^2} \quad \text{(eq. 3.15)}
\]

In Figure 3.60 it is shown the outputs of the sliding program considering 10 ['] of misalignment (in the left) and 15 ['] in the right; the maximum misalignment value that the test bench can provide is 10 [']; the right part of the Figure 3.60 is represented to well understand the effective movement of the contact area.
3.6) FRETTING MODELS

3.6.1) Introduction
A methodology that is able to predict cracking location, the number of cycles to failure of fretted components or the wear damage after a certain number of cycles would allow the optimization of designs for components in contact. Fretting is influenced by the complex interaction of varying mechanisms that must be accounted for and the unification of these is critical.

It is clear that contact slip also induces surface damage [52]. One key barrier to be overcome in the solution of the fretting problem is the determination of the relative significances of stress gradient effects and surface damage effects.

While there are a lot of model that predict the fretting fatigue, like the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) parameter [81, 82], the method proposed by Madge JJ. et al. [83], and the second Ruiz parameter [84] for predicting the presence of fretting wear the most important parameter is the first Ruiz one [84].

3.6.2) Ruiz fretting fatigue parameters
The Ruiz parameters [84], initially formulated for fretting fatigue in dovetail applications, are considered here particularly for their emphasis on the slip amplitude as a key variable on fretting wear. There are two types of Ruiz parameters: one is $R_1 = \tau \cdot \delta$ and $R_2 = \sigma \cdot \tau \cdot \delta$, where $\tau = \mu \cdot P$ is the surface
shear traction (that is the multiplication between the COF and the pressure of
the contact points), $\delta$ is the relative slip amplitude between the two surfaces
and $\sigma$ is the subsurface tangential stress parallel to the surface.

In fact, $R_1$ corresponds to the frictional work expended during a fretting
cycle, whilst $R_2$ corresponds to the combined effect of stress and frictional
work.

The Ruiz parameters are calculated here along the spline axial direction ($z$-
axis) and along the transverse tooth involute ($x$-axis).

The Ruiz parameter to determine fretting wear ($R_1$) is a good parameter for
determining the wear phenomenon although the physical interpretation of
this is unclear; it is also a hybrid approach that measures two processes
arbitrarily multiplying with the same weight.

The fact that $R_1$ depends strongly on the stresses gives a consequent
dependence on other parameters that make the results difficult to
understand.

Thus, the results provided require a separate study that will not necessarily
provide definitive answers; but, since the purpose of this thesis is the
qualitative and not the quantitative wear determination, this model is highly
appropriate and, as we shall see in the chapter of experimental results, it
provides excellent results.
CHAPTER 4: TEST BENCH DESIGN

4.1) INTRODUCTION
The splined couplings are used to connect two rotating parts; in the industrial sector, these components found several applications, particularly in the aerospace field.

One of the main causes of damage is the rubbing wear caused by the relative movement between the teeth in contact; this wear phenomenon is due by misalignment generated during working: this factor is critical in the design phase because of high loads on the teeth and moments of reaction.

The wear is very difficult to calculate in the design phase and often FEM programs are used: for this reason experimental tests are needed to understand and to evaluate how the misalignment can affect the presence of signs of wear.

In literature regarding this subject there isn't a sufficient discussion; for this reason a new test bench for splined couplings has been designed and realized.

The main feature of the test bench is to be able to apply and to monitor a specific angular misalignment between spline coupling and it is able to reproduce the real operating conditions.

Thanks to this new test bench it is possible to monitor a lot of experimental data (debris present in the oil, temperature and strain of the specimen, speed rotation, torque, etc..) and in particular the Ruiz parameter for fretting wear can be compared and calibrated.

4.2) TEST BENCH DESCRIPTION
The test bench type presented in this work is called: mechanical power recirculation; since the external power to be applied offsets only the power dissipated in friction.

The main advantage of this architecture is the use of reduced power motors which involve lower costs of production and low energy consumption.
The preliminary technical data of the test bench under review are shown in Table 4.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine power</th>
<th>6.3  [kW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>2.5  [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>1.5  [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigh</td>
<td>3.5  [t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max torque</td>
<td>5000  [Nm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max rotating speed</td>
<td>2000  [rpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Lubrication temperature</td>
<td>60  [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max misalignment</td>
<td>13   [']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misalignment increments</td>
<td>0.5  [']</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: technical data of the test bench

The working scheme is the following (Figure 4.1-4.2): there are two coaxial shafts, one inside (the yellow in Figure 4.2) and the other external (the blue in Figure 4.2), both are connected to a torque applicator T (the purple in Figure 4.2).

The inner shaft is made up of two parts connected through the splines (specimen) to be tested.

When torque is applied to the inner shaft, this through the spline passes to the outer shaft and returns to the generator T; that causes a torque loop that keeps the specimen under load.

The two shafts, as well as spline coupling, can rotate by mean of an electric motor M connected to the external shaft by a belt.

A lever device allows to create a misalignment between the hub and the shaft of spline coupling; this is made possible by using a laminated flexible joint (the black in Figure 4.2) between the outer shaft parts.
A homokinetic joint (the azure in Figure 4.2) decouples the hub (left part of specimen) so as to find a position of equilibrium during the course of the test.

Figure 4.1: test bench scheme
In Figure 4.3 and 4.4 are shown the test bench installed in the Laboratory of the Mechanical and Aeronautical department in the Politecnico di Torino.
4.3) TEST BENCH CHARACTERISTICS

The test bench has been designed to replicate, as realistic as possible, the real operating conditions (in aerospace applications) under which a splined coupling is subjected.

The torque application system is mechanical, as shown in Figure 4.5.
The torque range is from 0 to 5000 Nm; it is constant during every test and at beginning is without transient. The accuracy about torque applied is of + / - 1%.

The number of cycles required for each test is 10M cycles, to be performed at the most in 5 days (24/24h) and including equipping times.

For this reason the minimum operating speed is 1500 rpm.

The speed rotation is produced by an electrical motor; the engine is vectorial with nominal power of 6.3 [kW]. The maximum speed that is able to manage is 2000 rpm. It is shown in Figure 4.6.
A forced lubrication system is present, it reproduces the operating lubrication conditions of splined couplings. It is provided a heating system for the oil so that it can lead to a maximum temperature of 60 °C. The oil system and the admission of its is presented in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: admission oil system (left) and system oil (right)

As explained above, it is possible to simulate the misalignment that may occur in the real case, the test bench allows a maximum inclination of 13' obtained by progressive increments of 0.5'.

4.4) MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
During the working phases of the test bench are detected the levels of force, of torques circulating, of temperature, of speed and of inclination. For this reason, there are the following measuring instruments:
• a torque transducer (specially designed) with full scale of 5 [kNm] and a 1% error;
• a load cell type HBM with a full scale of 20 [kN] for the detection of loads due to misalignment;
• a load cell of the type HBM with full scale of 10 [kN] for the detection of calibration loads;
• some strain gauge mounted on the specimen;
• a thermocouple mounted on the specimen;
• temperature sensors mounted on the main bearings;
• two digital flow meters with adjustable threshold;
• an Oil Debris system that finds and analyzes the metal particles in the lubricant to monitor the wear phenomenon
• the conditioning modules for all sensors.

4.5) CONTROL SYSTEM
The test bench is designed to perform the tests reported on Table 4.2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters to be checked:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wear without misalignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear with misalignment and with constant angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear with variable misalignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction moment due to inclination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness of the spline coupling teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Lubrication temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max misalignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misalignment increments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: parameters that the test bench is able to be checked

The signals acquired during the course of a test are:
• shaft speed (phonic wheel);
• electric motor rotation speed (encoder)
• torque (torque transducer);
• tilting support and misalignment between shaft and hub (LVDT);
• reaction force due to misalignment (load cell) ;
• flow rate oil to the sample and flow rate to the oil debris system (digital flow meters) ;
• bearing temperature (thermocouple);
• specimen temperature (thermocouple);
• specimen strain (strain gauge);
• metal particles in the oil (Oil Debris system);
4.6) WEAR TEST

Each test consists of a sequence of cycles, to realize a wear test the duration of every test is of 10 M of cycles, that with a speed of 1500 rpm has a time period of about 5 days.

Every cycle is defined by the following parameters:

- misalignment set-point;
- speed set-point;
- system control during the cycle: torque, test article temperature and reaction force threshold;
- test period (in cycles or in minutes);
- data acquisition frequency;
- pause at the end of one cycle;

The test bench must perform the following actions during the execution of the test:

1. set the inclination request
2. lead up the test article at required speed
3. continue the test for the set duration
4. acquire and save the output signals from the test bench
5. when a threshold is exceeded interrupt the test

Firstly to make a correct wear test on the bench, it is necessary to set a file allowing to insert all the operating parameters of the bench; this file (which will be considered as input in management and monitoring software of the bench) is used to simulate as close as possible the real operating conditions of the spline coupling.

This file is set using a graphical interface (see Figure 4.8); in particular it is possible to manage:

- rotating speed
- number of cycles
- test time
Presence or not of the lubrication
- stop test from one phase to the next
- test article misalignment

Each test can be divided into several phases, each of them having different values of the above parameters.
The torque, being applied manually at the test start, cannot vary during the operation, but remains constant during the test.

![Figure 4.8: screen of the tests definition.](image)

4.7) TEST INTERRUPTION
The bench software is enabled to interrupt tests in two different conditions:
- the first can be managed during the test set itself (via the software used to set the test to be performed) by imposing appropriate values as shown in Figure 4.9.

It is possible to interrupt the cycle, as an example when the maximum temperature has been reached for a specimen, or a limit torque value or a force value due to misalignment have been reached.
• The second condition is intrinsic to the tests management program; in fact the program presents internal alarms, that if they are activated interrupting test; these alarms have been included as precaution and they are used to prevent a damage bench during the use; as an example, if the bearings temperature exceed, the alarm occurs.

4.8) PARAMETERS MONITORED DURING THE TESTS
Once the test has been defined, all parameters can be imported into the managing and monitoring program.

Figure 4.10 shows a screenshot of the program management of tests and in particular it has been highlighted the box where you can enter the file for the test definition.
After importing the file description of the test and started the test itself, the software test bench is able to manage and to display in real-time a series of information listed below:

- speed input system (the speed to be reached during a single phase of the test);
- input speed of the actuator (it is used to create the misalignment between shaft and hub);
- actual speed of the system;
- torque;
- real speed of the actuator;
- force generated by misalignment;
- moving the lever arm that is created between the tilting system of the Test Article and the centerline of the face width of the shaft and the hub (LVDT);
- strain and temperature of the Test Article;
- lubricant temperature;
• oil supply flow;
• oil flow analyzed by the system Oil Debris;
• bearings temperature;
• number of cycles realized every test phase;
• real misalignment between shaft and hub.

In addition to these data, in the window (Figure 4.11) are represented a series of outputs which allow to identify whether a particular component of the test bench is actually working (represented by the number '1' in the value box) or not (represented by the number '0' in the value box).

![Figure 4.11: screen of the test management](image)

Figure 4.11 shows a screenshot of the program management of tests and in particular it has been highlighted the window from which you can observe the progress of the test run.
4.9) TESTS DESCRIPTION

In this work have been carried out four tests to evaluate the wear development on crowned splined couplings and then to calibrate the first Ruiz parameter.

The operation parameters of the bench for each test are reported in Table 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>Speed [rpm]</th>
<th>Misalignment [°]</th>
<th>Lubrication</th>
<th>Number of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: the operation parameters of the bench for the tests

As it can be seen in Table 4.3, the parameters changing in every tests are the misalignment and the presence of lubrication; it is due because, like as shown in the previous chapter, the most significant parameters for the fretting wear and then for the Ruiz method are the sliding and the shear traction that is the multiplication between the COF and the punctual pressure.

4.10) TEST ARTICLE GEOMETRY

The T.A. used are two elements that form a crowned splined coupling; they are:

- a shaft with 26 teeth;
- a hub with 26 teeth.

The hub is the element which imposes an angular misalignment in order to make the test more similar to real conditions; the shaft is the drive element whose motion is provided by the electric motor by means of a transmission belt.

Both elements are constrained to the test bench by means of two flanges and ten screws.

The main features of the coupling are:

1. modulus: 1.27;
2. pressure angle: 30°;
3. number of teeth: 26;
4. material: 42CrMo4;  
5. coating surface: nitrated;  
6. crowned face width (curvature radius $r_2$): 200 [mm].  
The shaft is provided with an inner hole allowing an easy centering on a rod fixed to the test bench.  
In the hub instead a series of small holes were obtained for electric cables passing for monitoring various signals during the tests.  
The hub has also a circular housing for mounting an O-ring that prevents the leakage of oil in the external environment and creates a sort of dam which allows to have the teeth of the spline coupling always in an oil bath.  
In Figure 4.12-4.14 are represented the CAD of the Test article:

![Figure 4.12: representation of the shaft (left) and of the hub (right)](image)

![Figure 4.13: spline coupling mounted](image)
4.10.1) Hub technical drawing

In Figure 4.15-4.4.17 are reported the technical drawing of the specimen hub.

Figure 4.15: technical lateral drawing of the specimen hum
Figure 4.16: technical frontal drawing of the specimen hum

Figure 4.17: Geometrical characteristics of the hub
4.10.2) Shaft technical drawing

In Figure 4.18-4.4.20 are reported the technical drawing of the specimen shaft.

Figure 4.18: technical lateral drawing of the specimen shaft

Figure 4.19: technical frontal drawing of the specimen shaft
4.10.3) Material of the Test Article

The alloyed steel 42CrMo4 is a heat-treatable steel of average hardenability, suitable for hot purposes until the temperature of 500 [°C], and also has a good adaptability to the nitrating treatment.

Typically the quenched and tempered steels are used for the construction of mechanical parts subjected to static and dynamic loads; they are widely used in mechanical, for shafts of any type, axles, connecting rods, linkages, levers, rods for power hammers, presses columns.

The wide variety of uses, of size and shape of the mechanical parts to which the quenched and tempered steels are intended, requires a careful choice of steel according to the particular stresses to which it will be subjected.

Therefore it is of fundamental importance to know the characteristics of hardenability.
Table 4.4 and table 4.5 shown the characteristic of the material of the Test article

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical composition 42CrMo4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.38-.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: chemical composition 42CrMo4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D [mm]</th>
<th>R_{min}[N/mm^2]</th>
<th>R_m[N/mm^2]</th>
<th>A_{min} [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;16</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1100-1300</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-40</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1000-1200</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-100</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>900-1100</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-160</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>800-950</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160-250</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750-900</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: mechanics characteristics of 42CrMo4

To increase the surface hardness, and therefore to have a greater resistance to wear, the splined was subjected to a gas nitrating process with a depth of 0.3-0.4 [mm]: the process consists in bringing the steel at about 500 [°C] and then to introduce nitrogen, which is absorbed by the ferrite on the metal surface and form nitrides, mainly Fe4N.
CHAPTER 5: SPECIMEN SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY

5.1) INTRODUCTION
Surface roughness evaluation is very important for many fundamental problems such as friction, contact deformation, heat and electric current conduction, tightness of contact joints and positional accuracy. For this reason surface roughness has been the subject of experimental and theoretical investigations for many decades. The real surface geometry is so complicated that a finite number of parameters cannot provide a full description. If the number of parameters used is increased, a more accurate description can be obtained.

Surface roughness parameters are normally categorized into three groups according to its functionality. These groups are defined as amplitude parameters, spacing parameters and hybrid parameters.
This chapter illustrates the definitions and the mathematical formulae for the most important roughness parameters.
In this PhD thesis the main roughness parameters available in literature [85] are used to try to investigate how a specimen, subjected to a wear test, change its surface topography.

5.2) THE AMPLITUDE PARAMETERS
Amplitude parameters are the most important parameters to characterize surface topography. They are used to measure the vertical characteristics of the surface deviations. The following sections give a brief description for each parameter.

5.2.1) Arithmetic average height (Ra)
The arithmetic average height parameter, also known as the centre line average (CLA), is the most universally used roughness parameter for general quality control. It is defined as the average absolute deviation of the roughness irregularities from the mean line over one sampling length as
shown in Figure 5.1. This parameter is easy to define, easy to measure, and gives a good general description of height variations. It does not give any information about the wavelength and it is not sensitive to small changes in profile. The mathematical definition of the arithmetic average height parameter are, respectively, as follows:

\[ R_a = \frac{1}{l} \int_0^l |y(x)| \, dx \quad \text{eq. 5.1} \]
\[ R_a = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n |y_i| \quad \text{eq. 5.2} \]

Figure 5.1: definition of the arithmetic average height (Ra) [85]

5.2.2) Root mean square roughness (Rq)
This parameter is also known as RMS. It represents the standard deviation of the distribution of surface heights, so it is an important parameter to describe the surface roughness by statistical methods. This parameter is more sensitive than the arithmetic average height (Ra) to large deviation from the mean line.

The mathematical definition of this parameter are as follows:

\[ R_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{l} \int_0^l (y(x))^2 \, dx} \quad \text{eq. 5.3} \]
\[ R_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n (y_i)^2} \quad \text{eq. 5.4} \]
The RMS mean line is the line that divides the profile so that the sum of the squares of the deviations of the profile height from it is equal to zero.

5.2.3) Ten-point height ($R_z$)
This parameter is more sensitive to occasional high peaks or deep valleys than $R_a$. It is defined by two methods according to the definition system. The International ISO system defines this parameter as the difference in height between the average of the five highest peaks and the five lowest valleys along the assessment length of the profile.
The German DIN system defines $R_z$ as the average of the summation of the five highest peaks and the five lowest valleys along the assessment length of the profile. Figure 5.2 shows the definition of the ten-point height parameter.
The mathematical definitions of the two types of $R_z$ are as follows:

\[
R_{Z(ISO)} = \frac{1}{n} (\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i) \quad \text{eq. 5.5}
\]

\[
R_{Z(DIN)} = \frac{1}{2n} (\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i + \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i) \quad \text{eq. 5.6}
\]

where $n$ is the number of samples along the assessment length.

[Figure 5.2: definition of the ten-point height parameters ($R_{Z(ISO)}$, $R_{Z(DIN)}$) [85]]

5.2.4) Maximum height of peaks ($R_p$)
$R_p$ is defined as the maximum height of the profile above the mean line within the assessment length as in Figure 5.3. In the Figure, $R_{p3}$ represents the $R_p$ parameter.
5.2.5) Maximum depth of valleys (R_v)

R_v is defined as the maximum depth of the profile below the mean line within the assessment length as shown in Figure 5.3. In the Figure R_v4 represents the R_v parameter.

5.2.6) Mean height of peaks (R_pm)

R_pm is defined as the mean of the maximum height of peaks (R_p) obtained for each sampling length of the assessment length as shown in Figure 5.3. This parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ R_{pm} = \frac{1}{n} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{pi} \right) \]  

where n is the number of samples along the assessment length of the profile. From Figure 5.3, \( R_{pm} = (R_{p1} + R_{p2} + R_{p3} + R_{p4} + R_{p5})/5. \)

5.2.7) Mean depth of valleys (R_vm)

R_vm is defined as the mean of the maximum depth of valleys (R_v) obtained for each sampling length of the assessment length as shown in Figure 5.3. This parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ R_{vm} = \frac{1}{n} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{vi} \right) \]  

where n is the number of samples along the assessment length of the profile. From Figure 5.3, \( R_{vm} = (R_{v1} + R_{v2} + R_{v3} + R_{v4} + R_{v5})/5. \)

5.2.8) Maximum height of the profile (R_t or R_max)

This parameter is very sensitive to the high peaks or deep scratches. R_max or R_t is defined as the vertical distance between the highest peak and the lowest valley along the assessment length of the profile. From Figure 5.3, \( R_{max} = R_{p} + R_{v} = R_{p3} + R_{v4}. \)
5.2.9) Maximum peak to valley height ($R_{ti}$)

$R_{ti}$ is the vertical distance between the highest peak and the lowest valley for each sampling length of the profile. As the assessment length is divided into five sampling lengths, the maximum peak to valley height ($R_{ti}$) can be defined, as shown in Figure 5.4, as follows:

$$R_{ti} = R_{pi} + R_{vi} \quad \text{eq. 5.9}$$

where $i$ ranges from 1 to 5. From the Figure 5.4, $R_{t1} = R_{p1} + R_{v1}$, $R_{t2} = R_{p2} + R_{v2}$ + ... etc.

5.2.10) Mean of maximum peak to valley height ($R_{tm}$)

$R_{tm}$ is defined as the mean of all maximum peak to valley heights obtained within the assessment length of the profile. From Figure 5.4, the mathematical definition of this parameter is as follows:

$$R_{tm} = \frac{1}{n} (\sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{ti}) \quad \text{eq. 5.10}$$

where $n$ is the number of samples along the assessment length of the profile. From the Figure 5.4 $R_{tm} = (R_{t1} + R_{t2} + R_{t3} + R_{t4} + R_{t5}) / 5$. 

Figure 5.3: definitions of the parameters: $R_p$, $R_v$, $R_{pvm}$, $R_{vm}$, $R_t$ ($R_{max}$) [85]
5.2.11) Largest peak to valley height ($R_y$)
This parameter is defined as the largest value of the maximum peak to valley height parameters ($R_{ti}$) along the assessment length. From Figure 5.4, $R_y = R_{t3}$

![Figure 5.4: definition of the maximum peak to valley height parameters ($R_{ti}$)](image)

5.2.12) Third point height ($R_{3y}$)
To calculate this parameter, the distance between the third highest peak and the third lowest valley is calculated for each sampling length, then the largest distance is considered as the third point height ($R_{3y}$). From Figure 5.5 the third point height parameter ($R_{3y}$) is the maximum value of the five values of $R_{3y1}, R_{3y2}, R_{3y3}, R_{3y4}, R_{3y5}$, that is $R_{3y5}$.

5.2.13) Mean of the third point height ($R_{3z}$)
This parameter is the mean of the five third point height parameters ($R_{3y1}, R_{3y2}, R_{3y3}, R_{3y4},$ and $R_{3y5}$). As shown in Figure 5.5 $R_{3z}$ is equal to $\left( R_{3y1} + R_{3y2} + R_{3y3} + R_{3y4} + R_{3y5} \right)/5$. The mathematical definition of this parameter is as follows:

$$R_{3z} = \frac{1}{5} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{5} R_{3yi} \right) \quad \text{eq. 5.11}$$
5.2.14) Profile solidity factor (k)

The profile solidity factor (k) is defined as the ratio between the maximum depth of valleys and the maximum height of the profile. The mathematical definition of this parameter is as follows:

\[ k = \frac{R_v}{R_{max}} \quad \text{eq. 5.12} \]

5.2.15) Skewness (R_{sk})

The skewness of a profile is the third central moment of profile amplitude probability density function, measured over the assessment length. It is used to measure the symmetry of the profile about the mean line. This parameter is sensitive to occasional deep valleys or high peaks. A symmetrical height distribution, i.e. with as many peaks as valleys, has zero skewness. Profiles with peaks removed or deep scratches have negative skewness. Profiles with valleys filled in or high peaks have positive skewness. This is shown in Figure 5.6. The skewness parameter can be used to distinguish between two profiles having the same \( R_a \) or \( R_q \) values but with different shapes.

The value of skewness depends on whether the bulk of the material of the sample is above (negative skewed) or below (positive skewed) the mean line as shown in Figure 5.6. The mathematical formulas used to calculate the skewness of a profile, which has number of points N, are as follows:
\[ R_{sk} = \frac{1}{R_q} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} y^3 p(y) \, dy \]  
\[ R_{sk} = \frac{1}{NR_q^3} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_i^3 \right) \]  
\text{eq. 5.13} \quad \text{eq. 5.14}

where \( R_q \) is the RMS roughness parameter and \( Y_i \) the height of the profile at point number \( i \).

The skewness parameter can be used to differentiate between surfaces, which have different shapes and have the same value of \( R_a \). In Figure 5.6, although the two profiles may have the same value of \( R_a \), they have different shapes.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.6}
\caption{Definition of skewness (\( R_{sk} \)) and the amplitude distribution curve [85]}
\end{figure}

5.2.16) Kurtosis (\( R_{ku} \))

Kurtosis coefficient is the fourth central moment of profile amplitude probability density function, measured over the assessment length. It describes the sharpness of the probability density of the profile.

If \( R_{ku} < 3 \) the distribution curve is said to be platykurtic and has relatively few high peaks and low valleys.

If \( R_{ku} > 3 \) the distribution curve is said to be leptokurtic and has relatively many high peaks and low valleys. Figure 5.7 shows these two types of kurtosis.
The mathematical formula used to calculate the kurtosis of a profile with a number of points are as follows:

\[
R_{ku} = \frac{1}{R_q^4} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} y^4 p(y) \, dy \quad \text{eq. 5.15}
\]

\[
R_{ku} = \frac{1}{NR_q^4} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_i^4 \right) \quad \text{eq. 5.16}
\]

where \( R_q \) is the RMS roughness parameter and \( Y_i \) the height of the profile at point number \( i \).

The skewness parameter can also be used to differentiate between surfaces, which have different shapes and have the same value of \( R_a \). In Figure 5.7, although the two profiles may have the same value of \( R_a \), they have different shapes.

5.2.17) Amplitude density function (ADF)

The term amplitude density corresponds exactly to the term probability density in statistics. The ADF represents the distribution histogram of the profile heights. It can be found by plotting the density of the profile heights.
on the horizontal axis and the profile heights itself on the vertical axis as shown in Figure 5.8.

To calculate the density of the profile heights, the amplitude scale is divided into small parts \( \delta_y \). The measure of the amplitude values found within \( \delta_y \), can be made by calculating all amplitude values between \( y \) and \( \delta_y \) relative to the assessment length of the profile. The Amplitude density is hence defined by the following equation:

\[
p(y) = \lim_{\delta_y \to 0} \frac{p(y,y+\delta_y)}{\delta_y}
\]

For surfaces produced by a truly random process, the ADF would be a Gaussian distribution of surface heights given by the following equation:

\[
ADF(y) = \sqrt{2\pi R_q^2} \exp\left(\frac{y^2}{2R_q^2}\right)
\]

5.2.18) Auto correlation junction (ACF)

The ACF describes the general dependence of the values of the data at one position to their values at another position. It is considered a very useful tool for processing signals because it provides basic information about the relation between the wavelength and the amplitude properties of the surface. The ACF can be considered as a quantitative measure of the similarity between a laterally shifted and an unshifted version of the profile. The mathematical representations of this function are as follows:
\[ ACF(\delta_x) = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L y(x)y(x + \delta_x) \, dx \quad \text{eq. 5.19} \]

\[ ACF(\delta_x) = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i y_{i+1} \quad \text{eq. 5.20} \]

where \( \delta_x \) is the shift distance and \( y_i \) the height of the profile at point number \( i \).

The ACF can be normalized to have a value of unity at a shift distance of zero. This suppresses any amplitude information in the ACF but allows a better comparison of the wavelength information in various profiles.

5.2.19) Correlation length (\( \beta \))

This parameter is used to describe the correlation characteristics of the ACF. It is defined as the shortest distance in which the value of the ACF drops to a certain fraction, usually 10% of the zero shift value. Points on the surface profile that are separated by more than a correlation length may be considered as uncorrelated, i.e. portions of the surface represented by these points were produced by separate surface forming events. Correlation lengths may range from the infinite correlation length for a perfectly periodic wavelength to zero for a completely random waveform.

5.2.20) Power spectral density (PSD)

The PSD function is an important function for characterizing both the asperity amplitudes and spacing. It is calculated by Fourier decomposition of the surface profile into its sinusoidal component spatial frequency \( f \).

For a 2D surface profile it can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ PSD(f) = \frac{1}{L} \left| \int_0^L y(x) \exp(-i2\pi fx) \, dx \right|^2 \quad \text{eq. 5.21} \]

\[ PSD(f) = \frac{1}{N-1} \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} y_i e^{-j2\pi \frac{fx}{N}} \right]^2 \quad \text{eq. 5.22} \]
where $\beta$ is the correlation length.

5.3) THE SPACING PARAMETERS

The spacing parameters are those which measure the horizontal characteristics of the surface deviations. The spacing parameters are very important in some manufacturing operations, such as pressing sheet steel. In such case, evaluating the spacing parameters is necessary to obtain consistent lubrication when pressing the sheets, to avoid scoring and to prevent the appearance of the surface texture on the final product. One of the spacing parameter is the peak spacing, which can be an important factor in the performance of friction surfaces.

5.3.1) High spot count (HSC):

The HSC parameter is defined as the number of high regions of the profile above the mean line, or above a line parallel to the mean line, per unit length along the assessment length. Figure 5.9 shows how to calculate the HSC parameter above a selected level. The profile shown in the Figure has eight HSC.

![Figure 5.9: calculating HSC above a selected level [85]](image)

5.3.2) Peak count ($P_c$)

The importance of the peak count parameter appears in some manufacturing processes such as forming, painting, or coating surfaces. It is defined as the number of local peaks, which is projected through a selectable band located above and below the mean line by the same distance. The number of peak
count is determined along the assessment length and the result is given in
peaks per centimeter. If the assessment length is less than 1 cm, the results
should be multiplied by a factor to get the peak count per centimeter.
As shown in Figure 5.10 the peak count is determined only for the closed
areas of the profile, in which the profile intersects each the upper and the
lower bands in two points at least. The profile shown in the
Figure 5.10 has four peak counts.

Figure 5.10: calculating the peak count ($P_c$) parameter within a selected band

[85]

5.3.3) Mean spacing of adjacent local peaks ($S$)
This parameter is defined as the average spacing of adjacent local peaks of
the profile measured along the assessment length. The local peak is defined
as the highest part of the profile measured between two adjacent minima and
is only measured if the vertical distance between the adjacent peaks is greater
than or equal to 10% of the $R_t$ of the profile. Figure 5.11 shows how to
measure this parameter. This parameter can be calculated from the following
equation:

$$ S = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i \quad \text{eq. 5.23} $$

where $N$ is the number of local peaks along the profile.
5.3.4) Mean spacing at mean line ($S_m$)

This parameter is defined as the mean spacing between profile peaks at the mean line and is denoted as ($S_m$). The profile peak is the highest point of the profile between upwards and downwards crossing the mean line. Figure 5.12 shows how to measure the mean spacing at mean line parameter.

This parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

$$S_m = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{eq. 5.24}$$

where $N$ is the number of profile peaks at the mean line.

The difference between the two types of mean spacing parameters, $S$ and $S_m$, is that the first parameter ($S$) is measured at the highest peaks of the profile, whilst the second parameter ($S_m$) is measured at the intersection of the profile.
with the mean line.

5.3.5) Number of intersections of the profile at the mean line ($n_{(0)}$)

This parameter calculates the number of intersections of the profile with the mean line measured for each centimeter length of the profile. As shown in Figure 5.13, the number of intersections of the profile at the mean line can be calculated from the following equation:

$$n_{(0)} = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i \quad \text{eq. 5.25}$$

where $L$ is the profile length (in cm).

![Figure 5.13: calculating the number of intersections of the profile at mean line](image)

5.3.6) Number of peaks in the profile ($m$)

This parameter calculates the number of peaks of the profile per unit length (centimeter). Peaks are counted only when the distance between the current peak and the preceding one is greater than 10% of the maximum height of the profile ($R_t$). In Figure 5.14 the three little peaks, which follow the peaks $m_2$, $m_3$ and $m_4$ are neglected because the distance between each peak and the preceding one is too small.

The number of peaks can be calculated from the following equation:
\[ m = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i \quad \text{eq. 5.26} \]

where \( L \) is the profile length (in cm).

![Figure 5.14: calculating the number of peaks along the profile [85]](image)

5.3.7) Number of inflection points (\( g \))

This parameter calculates the number of infection points of the profile per unit length (centimeter). An infection point occurs when the profile changes its direction at any point as shown in Figure 5.15. This parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ g = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} g_i \quad \text{eq. 5.27} \]

where \( L \) is the profile length (in cm).
5.3.8) Mean radius of asperities ($r_p$)

The mean peak radius of curvature parameter is defined as the average of the principle curvatures of the peaks within the assessment length. This parameter can be calculated by calculating the radius of curvature for each peak along the profile, then calculating the average of these radii of curvatures.

The radius of curvature for a peak ($r_{pi}$) can be calculated from the following equation:

$$r_{pi} = \frac{2y_i - y_{i-1} - y_{i+1}}{l^2} \quad \text{eq. 5.28}$$

where $y_i$ is the height of the peak at which the peak radius of curvature ($r_{pi}$) is to be calculated, $y_{i-1}$ the height of the preceding peak, and $y_{i+1}$ the height of the next peak. The mean peak radius of curvature ($r_p$), then can be calculated from the following equation:

$$r_p = \frac{1}{n-2} \sum_{i=1}^{n-2} \frac{1}{r_{pi}} \quad \text{eq. 5.29}$$
5.4) THE HYBRID PARAMETERS

The hybrid property is a combination of amplitude and spacing. Any changes, which occur in either amplitude or spacing, may have effects on the hybrid property. In tribology analysis, surface slope, surface curvature and developed interfacial area are considered to be important factors, which influence the tribological properties of surfaces. The following sections describe the most common hybrid parameters.

5.4.1) Profile slope at mean line ($\gamma$)

This parameter represents the profile slope at the mean line. It can be calculated by calculating the individual slopes of the profile at each intersection with mean line, then calculating the average of these slopes as shown in Figure 5.16. The numerical equation for calculating the profile slope at the mean line is as follows:

$$\gamma = \frac{1}{n-2} \sum_{i=1}^{n-2} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\delta y_i}{\delta x_i} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{eq. 5.30}

where $n$ is the total number of intersections of the profile with the mean line along the assessment length.

Figure 5.16: calculating the profile slope at mean line [85]

5.4.2) Mean slope of the profile ($\Delta_a$)

This parameter is defined as the mean absolute profile slope over the
assessment length. Many mechanical properties such as friction, elastic contact, reflectance, fatigue crack initiation and hydrodynamic lubrication affect this parameter. This parameter can be calculated by calculating all slopes between each two successive points of the profile, then calculating the average of these slopes. As shown in Figure 5.17, the mathematical formulas of calculating the mean slope parameter are as follows:

\[ \Delta_a = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L \left| \frac{dy}{dx} \right| dx \quad \text{eq. 5.31} \]

\[ \Delta_a = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \frac{\delta_{yi}}{\delta_{xi}} \quad \text{eq. 5.32} \]

Figure 5.17: calculating the mean slope of the profile [85]

5.4.3) RMS slope of the profile (\( \Delta_q \))

This parameter is the root mean square of the mean slope of the profile. The mathematical formulas for calculating this parameter are as follows:

\[ \Delta_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{L} \int_0^L (\vartheta(x) - \vartheta)^2 dx} \quad \text{eq. 5.33} \]

\[ \vartheta = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L \vartheta(x) dx \quad \text{eq. 5.34} \]

\[ \Delta_q = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \left( \frac{\delta_{yi}}{\delta_{xi}} - \vartheta_m \right)} \quad \text{eq. 5.35} \]
\[ \theta_m = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \left( \frac{y_i-y_{i-1}}{x_i-x_{i-1}} \right) \]  

eq. 5.36

5.4.4) Average wavelength (\(\lambda_a\))

The average wavelength parameter is a measure of the spacing between local peaks and valleys, taking into consideration their relative amplitudes and individual spatial frequencies.

This parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ \lambda_a = \frac{2\pi R_a}{\Delta_a} \]  

eq. 5.37

where \(R_a\) is the arithmetic average height and \(\Delta_a\) the mean slope of the profile.

5.4.5) RMS wavelength (\(\lambda_q\))

The RMS wavelength parameter is similar to the average wavelength (\(\lambda_a\)) parameter. It is defined as the root mean of the measure of the spacing between local peaks and valleys, taking into consideration their relative amplitudes and individual spatial frequencies. It can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ \lambda_q = \frac{2\pi R_q}{\Delta_q} \]  

eq. 5.38

5.4.6) Relative length of the profile (\(l_0\))

The relative length of the profile (\(l_0\)) is estimated by calculating the lengths of the individual parts of the profile then dividing the summation of these lengths by the assessment length as shown in Figure 5.18. This parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ l_0 = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} l_i \]  

eq. 5.39
where $l_i$ is the length of line number $i$ in the profile, and it can be calculated from the following equation:

$$l_i = \sqrt{(y_{i+1} - y_i)^2 + \delta_{xi}^2} \quad \text{eq. 5.40}$$

where $y_i$ is the profile height at point number $i$, and $\delta_{xi}$ the horizontal distance between each two successive points.

Figure 5.18: calculating the relative length the profile ($l_o$) [85]

5.4.7) Bearing area length ($t_p$) and bearing area curve
The bearing line length parameter is defined as the percentage of solid material of the profile lying at a certain height. This parameter is a useful indicator of the effective contact area as the surface wear. From Figure 5.19, the bearing area length can be calculated from the following equation:

$$l_0(\%) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} l_i \quad \text{eq. 5.41}$$

where $L$ is the assessment length of the profile.
By calculating the bearing line length at different heights of the profile, the bearing area curve (BAC) can be drawn, as shown in Figure 5.20.

The horizontal axis represents the bearing area lengths as a percent from the total assessment length the profile and the vertical axis represents the heights of the profile.

The interpretation of the BAC is that if the surface worn down to a certain height the appropriate Figure would represent the fraction of solid contact at that height.

The bearing curve has the S-shape appearance for many surfaces. It represents the cumulative form of the height distribution histogram.
5.4.8) Steepness factor of the profile ($S_f$)

The steepness factor of the profile is defined as the ratio between the arithmetic average height ($R_a$) and the mean spacing of the profile ($S_m$). It can be calculated from the following equation:

$$S_f = \frac{R_a}{S_m} \quad \text{eq. 5.42}$$

5.4.9) Waviness factor of the profile ($W_f$)

The Waviness factor of the profile is defined as the ratio between the total range of the entire profile and the arithmetic average height ($R_a$). From Figure 5.18 this parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

$$W_f = \frac{1}{R_a} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} l_i \quad \text{eq. 5.43}$$

where $n$ is the number of points along the profile.

5.4.10) Roughness height uniformity ($H_u$)

The roughness height uniformity of a profile ($H_u$) is defined as the standard deviations of the individual height values of the profile constituting the arithmetic average height ($R_a$). To calculate this parameter the standard deviation is calculated for the profile heights in each sampling length, then the average of the standard deviations is taken. With reference to Figure 5.1, the ($H_u$) parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

$$H_u = \frac{1}{NS} \sum_{i=0}^{N^S-1} S.D. (y_{i \cdot \text{NPS}+1}, y_{i \cdot \text{NPS}+2}, y_{i \cdot \text{NPS}+3}, \ldots, y_{i \cdot \text{NPS}+NPS}) \quad \text{eq. 5.44}$$

where NS is the number of samples along the assessment length, NPS the number of points in each sample, $y_{i \cdot \text{NPS}+\ldots}$ the profile's height at point number ($i \cdot \text{NPS} + \text{NPS}$).
5.4.11) Roughness height skewness ($H_s$)
The roughness height skewness ($H_s$) of a profile is defined as the median of the histogram height values divided by the arithmetic average height ($R_a$). To calculate this parameter the median is calculated for the profile heights in each sampling length, then the average of the medians is taken and divided by $R_a$.

With reference to Figure 5.1, the ($H_s$) parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[
H_s = \frac{1}{NSR_a} \sum_{i=0}^{NS-1} \text{median}(y_{i\cdot NPS+1}, y_{i\cdot NPS+2}, y_{i\cdot NPS+3}, \ldots, y_{i\cdot NPS+NPS}) \quad \text{eq. 5.45}
\]

where NS, NPS, $y_{i\cdot NPS+\ldots}$ are defined as in the previous section.

5.4.12) Roughness pitch uniformity ($P_u$)
The roughness pitch uniformity ($P_u$) of a profile is defined as the standard deviation of the individual mean spacing values constituting the mean spacing parameter ($S_m$). With reference to Figure 5.12, the roughness pitch uniformity parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[
P_u = S.D. (S_1, S_2, S_3, \ldots, S_n) \quad \text{eq. 5.46}
\]

5.4.13) Roughness pitch skewness ($P_s$)
The roughness pitch skewness ($P_s$) of a profile is defined as the median of the mean spacing values, along the profile, divided by the mean spacing parameter ($S_m$).

With reference to Figure 5.12, the roughness pitch skewness parameter can be calculated from the following equation:

\[
P_s = \text{median}(S_1, S_2, S_3, \ldots, S_n) \quad \text{eq. 5.47}
\]
5.5) SURFACE ROUGHNESS TESTER ALPA-SM RT 70

The surface roughness tester (Figure 5.21) is an instrument that allows the measurement of micro irregularities which presents a surface relative to its nominal profile.

It is composed by three parts:
- Electric unit
- Translator
- Touch probe

![Figure 5.21: surface roughness tester RT-70](image)

5.5.1) Profile acquisition

Once the measurement by the surface roughness tester is finished, the data is ready to be acquired by the software.

To acquire the data obtained by the touch probe, a dedicated software was used.

Thanks to it, it is possible to analyze the surface profile (filtered or not), the bearing area curve (BAC) and several roughness parameters (Figure 5.22).
5.5.2) Profile exportation
When the profile acquisition is ended, it is possible to analyze the data by the software of the roughness tester or it is possible to export the data (Figure 5.23), by a file.dat, and use them with another program, like Excel.
5.5.3) Profile data elaboration

To compare and to analyze the topography of the teeth surface of the Test Article before and after a wear test, a dedicated Excel sheet was created (Figure 5.24).

Once entered the roughness tester data, automatically roughness parameters given by the instrument and calculated by the equations shown previously will be displayed (Figure 5.25).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Ra [μm]</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>17.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>17.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness tester data</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.25: roughness parameters comparison
With the Excel sheet it is possible to analyze the filtered and the non filtered profile, the bearing area curve and the undulation as shown in Figure 5.26.

The Excel sheet is a useful instrument for analyzing the profile data; in fact while the roughness tester software isn't able to compare the roughness parameters between two different acquisition, thanks this sheet was possible to do that; another important thing is that, thanks to this sheet, it is possible to compare the roughness parameters trend between all the 26 teeth of a Test Article.
6.1) INTRODUCTION
The performance increasing in torque transmission by means of splined couplings make very important to preview the materials characteristics together with the wear-limiting conditions. This chapter experimentally investigates both of these factors, by assessing the fretting performance of candidate spline materials by using specimens optimally reproducing the real component installed in an aircraft engine and subjected to the phenomenon of wear.
A number of representative fretting tests were conducted in different misalignment conditions and in presence or not of lubrication. The applied torque was the same in every tests and it reproduced the torque really applied on the component in the engine.
Results were analyzed on the basis of different experimental techniques; in particular, different roughness parameters were used to well understand the variation of the surface topography after wear test.
Finally, the Ruiz parameter ($R_1$) was related to tests; to do that the analytical methods previously described are used and the results were compared with the worn surfaces of the teeth.

6.2) CATALOGING PHASE
Tests objectives are the following:
1. Investigation about how a spline coupling is worn;
2. Preliminary comparison of the Ruiz parameter for the wear phenomenon determination.

The inquiry method, chosen to determine the presence of wear, is mainly based on the comparison and on the measurement of parameters of the Test Article before and after tests.
In fact, the spline coupling teeth rubbing leads to a significant variation of surface parameters.

Before starting every tests, the specimens were cataloged according to the type of coupling and the type of tooth, like shown in Table 6.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shaft: M (male)</th>
<th>Hub: F (female)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B (crowning teeth)</td>
<td>B (crowning teeth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N° (test number)</td>
<td>N° (test number)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: specimen classification

For example the spline coupling MB1-FB1 is characterized by a shaft with crowned teeth and an hub with straight teeth.

In all tests the hub teeth are straight, the letter B indicate only the relative shaft to which is coupled.

The time of every test is about 5 days and is divided in:

- Assembly time of the specimen; it is shown in Figure 6.1 (it is approximately two hours);
- Duration of a test of 10M cycles (it is roughly 112 hours with a test bench speed of 1500 [rpm]).

By setting a 700 [Nm] operating torque, i.e. the one corresponding to the real operating case, the testing campaign was established as follows (like shown previously in Table 4.3):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code tests</th>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>Speed [rpm]</th>
<th>Misalignment [']</th>
<th>Lubrication</th>
<th>Number of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MB1</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB4</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: campaign tests

The variables of the tests have been chosen on the basis of a preliminary test phase.
The first tests, listed in Table 6.3, were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Torque [Nm]</th>
<th>Speed [rpm]</th>
<th>Misalignment ['']</th>
<th>Lubrication</th>
<th>Number of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD1</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD4</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: campaign tests for the splined couplings with straight teeth; for this reason the code test was changed from letter B (crowned) to D (straight)

Preliminary tests (straight teeth) allowed to understand some aspects and in particular that the rotation speed does not affect the surface damage.

Figure 6.1: Test Article mounted on the test bench; to the left there is the shaft and to the right there is the hub

6.3) RESULTS OF TEST 1

The first Test Article MB1 coupled with FB1 has worked for 10M cycles with a rotation speed of about 1500 [rpm], a torque of 700 [Nm] and with 10 [''] of misalignment.

This was the first test with a crowned spline coupling; for this reason it was chosen to impose the maximum misalignment value to understand how the specimen would be worn.

To identify the teeth before and after the test; it was chosen to mark the first tooth and continue the numeration in clockwise direction.
In Figure 6.2 it is shown a tooth before the test starting; it may be observe only little surface scratches are due to the machining process.

![Figure 6.2: Image of the 19th tooth of the specimen MB1 before test](image)

Figure 6.3 shows the same tooth of the Figure 6.2, but after the test. As it can be immediately seen, a wear area appears; in particular, the central part of the tooth is worn. The wear zone has an elliptic form, with the central part more damaged with respect the boundary one. The black zones near the boundary of the ellipse are the amalgamation of debris due to the sliding of the contact area during a complete rotation of the spline coupling.

![Figure 6.3: Image of the 19th tooth of the specimen MB1 after test](image)

6.3.1) MB1 Roughness parameters
As seen in Chapter 5, a lot of different (amplitude, spacing, hybrid) roughness parameters used to characterized the surface topography are available in litterature. From all parameters previously described (Chapter 5), in accordance with [11, 85], the following parameters were chosen to evaluate the changing of surface after the test:

- eleven amplitude parameters: $R_a$, $R_q$, $R_z(ISO)$, $R_t$, $R_{tm}$, $R_y$, $R_v$, $R_p$, $R_{pm}$, $R_{sk}$ and $R_{ku}$;
- one spacing parameter: $P_c$;
- one hybrid parameter: $\Delta a$.

To well understand the trend of the parameters on all 26 teeth, for each Test Article it has been chosen to represent them on a polar graph; in the graphs the quadrant is divided into 26 parts (corresponding to the number of teeth) and on the circle radius is represented the value of the single parameter. In all polar graph are represented the trend of the parameter values before (blue line) and after (red line) the test; in this way, it is simple to understand how the parameters may vary according to the test type.

Figures 6.4 - 6.12 show the trend of some chosen parameters (more representative) for the specimen MB1.

![Polar graph showing the trend of various parameters before and after a test.](image)

Figure 6.4: trend of the Arithmetic average height ($R_a$) for MB1

Parameter $R_a$ is defined as the average absolute deviation of the roughness irregularities from the mean line over one sampling length; the fact that diminishes after the test means that the height of the peaks and the deep of the valley have been reduced.
Parameter $R_z(ISO)$ is defined by the International ISO system as the difference in height between the average of the five highest peaks and the five lowest valleys along the assessment length of the profile; the fact that diminishes after the test means that the five highest peaks and the five lowest valleys have reduced their amplitude.

Parameter $R_{tm}$ is defined as the mean of all maximum peak to valley heights obtained within the assessment length of the profile; the fact that diminishes
after the test means that the maximum range from the peaks and the valleys has been reduced.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 6.7:** trend of the Maximum depth of valleys ($R_v$) for MB1

Parameter $R_v$ is defined as the maximum depth of the profile below the mean line within the assessment length; the fact that diminishes after the test means that the deep valleys has reduced their amplitude.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 6.8:** trend of the Maximum height of peaks ($R_p$) for MB1

Parameter $R_p$ is defined as the maximum height of the profile above the mean line within the assessment length; the fact that diminishes after the test means that the height of the peaks has been reduced.
Parameter $R_{sk}$ is sensitive to occasional deep valleys or high peaks; the fact that diminishes after the test means that a symmetrical distribution of peaks and valleys is obtaining.

Parameter $R_{ku}$ describes the sharpness of the probability density of the profile; the fact that diminishes after the test means that the trend of the profile roughness has less high peaks and less deep valley.
Parameter $P_c$ is determined along the assessment length and the result is given in peaks per centimeter; the fact that diminishes after the test means that the number of peaks for centimeter diminishes.

Parameter $\Delta a$ is defined as the mean absolute profile slope over the assessment length; the fact that the slope of the profile decreases after the test means that there are many peaks with a less slope; how if a grinding phenomenon has been done.
Figure 6.13: Roughness parameters summarized for MB1 test; (blue line is referred to before the test, and red line is referred to after the test)

Figure 6.13 summarizes the results related to all parameters. From the analysis of this Figure, it may be pointed out that all the roughness amplitude parameters decrease after the test (red line); this is due to the fact that, caused by the wear phenomenon, both peaks and valleys show a decreasing amplitude.

By the same way, the roughness spacing parameter decreases, because, like the amplitude, the number of peaks for centimeter diminishes (Figure 6.13).

By observing the hybrid parameter, it can be also seen how the slope of the profile decreases (Figure 6.13).

To well understand how the roughness parameters change after a test, two different graphs have been draft; the first represents the mean (respect the 26 teeth) variation on the parameter value before and after the test (Figure 6.14) and the second graph representing the area variation of the polar graphs (see previously) before and after the test (Figure 6.15).
As it can be observed from Figure 6.14, the decreasing order of percentage difference of mean values is: $R_z$ (38.42%), $R_{pm}$ (28.38%), $P_c$ (27.57%), $R_{tm}$ (27.31%), $R_a$ (23.33%), $R_v$ (22.88%), $R_q$ (22.64%), $\Delta a$ (22.59%), $R_l$ (19.77%), $R_{ku}$ (19.38%), $R_y$ (17.1%), $R_p$ (16.78%) and $R_{sk}$ (16.12%).

For Figure 6.15, the decreasing order of percentage difference of polar graphs area values is: $R_z$ (60.22%), $R_{sk}$ (52.17%), $R_{pm}$ (49.08%), $P_c$ (48.16%), $R_{tm}$ (47.44%), $R_a$ (41.41%), $R_{ku}$ (41.02%), $R_q$ (40.17%), $R_v$ (39.89%), $\Delta a$ (38.23%), $R_l$ (35.21%), $R_p$ (31.72%) and $R_y$ (29.68%).
6.3.2) Ruiz model for MB1 test

To compare the Ruiz analytical model previously described, it is used a dedicated program realized during my PhD activity.

To calculate the Ruiz parameter trend it is necessary to set up it by means of the geometric characteristic of the splined coupling (number of teeth, modulus, pitch diameter, major curvature of the shaft and of the hub), with the applied torque (700 [Nm]), the misalignment imposed (10 [']) and a profile error (order of hundredth millimeters).

The program returns the following results: contact area, sliding of the contact area (Figure 6.16), pressure trend [MPa] (Figure 6.17) and Ruiz parameter trend (Figure 6.18).

Figure 6.16: Representation of the area sliding with 10 ['] of misalignment, in blue the area without misalignment and in red the area with misalignment.

Figure 6.17: Pressure trend when it is applied 700 [Nm] torque.
Figure 6.18: Ruiz parameter trend for the test MB1

It has been chosen to compare the Ruiz parameter trend with an image of the MB1 specimen tooth; in Figure 6.19 the overlap is shown.

Figure 6.19: overlapping between Ruiz parameter and an image of a MB1 tooth

As it can be seen, there is a very good correlation between analytical and experimental results; in particular, the wear area is similar and the Ruiz parameter trend corresponds to the experimental test data; in fact, the higher value of the parameter is in the center of the ellipse, where the wear phenomenon is more present; the lower value of the parameter is in the boundary zone, where the wear phenomenon is less presents.
6.4) RESULTS OF TEST 2
The second Test Article MB2 coupled with FB2 has worked for 10M cycles with a rotation speed of about 1500 [rpm], a torque of 700 [Nm] and without misalignment.
This was the second test with a crowned spline coupling; for this reason it was chosen to impose the minimum misalignment value (0 [']) to understand how the specimen would be worn when the hub is theoretically perfect aligned with the shaft.
To identify the teeth before and after the test it was chosen to mark the first tooth and continue the numeration in clockwise direction.
In Figure 6.20 it is shown a tooth before the test starting, as can be seen there isn't wear signs the only little surface scratches are due to the machining process.

![Figure 6.20: Image of the 22th tooth of the specimen MB2 before test](image1)

In Figure 6.21 shows the same tooth of the Figure 6.20, but after the test. There is maybe a little worn zone in the center of the face width and on the tooth head.

![Figure 6.21: Image of the 22th tooth of the specimen MB2 after test](image2)

6.4.1) MB2 Roughness parameters
Like the previous test (MB1) in Figure 6.22 - 6.30 are shown the trend of the roughness parameters.
Figure 6.22: trend of the Arithmetic average height ($R_a$) for MB2

Figure 6.23: trend of the Ten-point height ($R_{z(ISO)}$) for MB2

Figure 6.24: trend of the Mean of maximum peak to valley height ($R_{tm}$) for MB2
Figure 6.25: trend of the Maximum depth of valleys ($R_v$) for MB2

Figure 6.26: trend of the Maximum height of peaks ($R_p$) for MB2

Figure 6.27: trend of the Skewness ($R_{sk}$) for MB2
Figure 6.28: trend of the Kurtosis ($R_{ku}$) for MB2

Figure 6.29: trend of the Peak count ($P_c$) for MB2

Figure 6.30: trend of the Mean slope of the profile ($\Delta a$) for MB2
As can be seen from the Figure 6.31 all the roughness amplitude parameters after the test (red line) are the same respect the parameters before the test (blue line); this is most likely due to the fact that there isn't a meaningful wear phenomenon.

At the same time, the roughness spacing parameter are also the same, like the amplitude ones (Figure 6.31).

By observing the hybrid parameter, it can be also see how the slope of the profile is substantially equal (Figure 6.31).

Also for the specimen MB2, Figure 6.32 and 6.33 show respectively the difference percentage of mean roughness parameters values and the difference percentage of polar graphs area values.
Figure 6.32: Difference percentage of mean roughness parameters values for MB2

As it can be seen from Figure 6.32, the decreasing order of difference percentage of mean values is: $R_{sk}$ (91.44%), $R_{ku}$ (10.74%), $R_a$ (10.56%), $R_{pm}$ (9.12%), $R_q$ (8.39%), $R_{tm}$ (7.75%), $R_v$ (6.15%), $\Delta a$ (5.93%), $R_t$ (5.25%), $R_y$ (5.18%), $R_z$ (5.12%), $R_p$ (4.31%) and $P_c$ (1.06%).

Figure 6.33 shows the decreasing order of difference percentage of polar graphs area values is: $R_{sk}$ (98.49%), $R_a$ (23.23%), $R_{ku}$ (19.11%), $R_{pm}$ (19.36%), $R_q$ (18.53%), $R_{tm}$ (16.83%), $R_v$ (14.95%), $R_y$ (13.68%), $R_t$ (13.34%), $\Delta a$ (12.38%), $R_p$ (10.1%), $R_z$ (9.1%) and $P_c$ (3.39%).
6.4.2) Ruiz model for MB2 test
For this test is impossible to compare the analytical model and the experimental results because the Ruiz parameter is a multiplication between the surface shear traction and the relative slip amplitude that with 0 ['] of misalignment angle is equal to zero.

6.5) RESULTS OF TEST 3
The third Test Article MB3 coupled with FB3 has worked for 10M cycles with a rotation speed of about 1500 [rpm], a torque of 700 [Nm] and with 5 ['] of misalignment.
This was the third test and for this reason it was chosen to impose a middle misalignment value respect the previously tests (MB1 and MB2) to understand how the specimen would be worn.
In Figure 6.34 it is shown a tooth before the test starting.

![Figure 6.34: Image of the 23th tooth of the specimen MB3 before test](image)

Figure 6.35 shows the same tooth of the Figure 6.34, but after the test.

As it can be immediately seen, wear area appears; in particular, the upper part of the tooth is worn; this is probably due to a profile error causing the translation of the contact area on the upper part of the face width.
The wear zone has an elliptic form, with the central part more damaged that the boundary part.
The black zones near the boundary of ellipse are the amalgamation of debris due to the sliding of the contact area during a complete rotation of the spline coupling.
Figure 6.35: Image of the 23th tooth of the specimen MB3 after test

6.5.1) MB3 Roughness parameters
Like the previous tests (MB1, MB2) in Figures 6.36 - 6.44 are shown the trend of some parameters for the specimen MB3; after these Figure is shown the trend of all the parameters analyzed.

Figure 6.36: trend of the Arithmetic average height (Ra) for MB3

Figure 6.37: trend of the Ten-point height (Rz(ISO)) for MB3
Figure 6.38: trend of the Mean of maximum peak to valley height ($R_{tm}$) for MB3

Figure 6.39: trend of the Maximum depth of valleys ($R_v$) for MB3

Figure 6.40: trend of the Maximum height of peaks ($R_p$) for MB3
Figure 6.41: trend of the Skewness ($R_{sk}$) for MB3

Figure 6.42: trend of the Kurtosis ($R_{ku}$) for MB3

Figure 6.43: trend of the Peak count ($P_e$) for MB3
Figure 6.44: trend of the Mean slope of the profile ($\Delta_a$) for MB3

Figure 6.45: Roughness parameters summarized for MB3 test; (blue line is referred to before the test, and red line is referred to after the test)

Figure 6.45 shows that all the roughness amplitude parameters after the test (red line) decrease; this is most likely due to the wear phenomenon: both peaks and valleys present an amplitude decreasing.

At the same time, the roughness spacing parameter decreases; the number of peaks for centimeter diminish (Figure 6.45).
By observing the hybrid parameter it can be also seen how the slope of the profile decreases (Figure 6.45).

Figure 6.46 and 6.47 show respectively the difference percentage of mean roughness parameters values and the difference percentage of polar graphs area values.

![Figure 6.46: Difference percentage of mean roughness parameters values for MB3](image)

![Figure 6.47: Difference percentage of polar graphs area values for MB3](image)

As can be seen from Figure 6.46 the decreasing order of difference percentage of mean values is: \( \Delta a \) (52.88%), \( R_{ku} \) (45.47%), \( R_{sk} \) (33.77%), \( R_a \) (26.55%), \( R_{pm} \) (24.75%), \( R_q \) (24.51%), \( R_{tm} \) (21.99%), \( R_z \) (8.12%), \( R_y \) (8.12%), \( P_c \) (7.35%), \( R_p \) (3.4%), \( R_t \) (1.34%) and \( R_v \) (0.91%).

Figure 6.47 shows the decreasing order of difference percentage of polar graphs area values is: \( \Delta a \) (118.22%), \( R_{ku} \) (112.89%), \( R_{sk} \) (75.01%), \( R_a \) (46.41%), \( R_{pm} \) (44.98%), \( R_q \) (43.51%), \( R_{tm} \) (40.49%), \( R_z \) (34.75%), \( P_c \) (17.09%), \( R_y \) (12.72%), \( R_p \) (1.49%), \( R_v \) (0.74%) and \( R_t \) (0.62%).
6.5.2) Ruiz model for MB3 test

To calculate the Ruiz parameter trend it is set up with the geometric characteristic of the splined coupling (number of teeth, modulus, pitch diameter, major curvature of the shaft and of the hub), with the applied torque (700 [Nm]), with the misalignment imposed (5 [\']) and with a profile error (order of hundredth millimeters).

The program returns the following results: contact area, sliding of the contact area (Figure 6.48), pressure trend [MPa] (Figure 6.49) and Ruiz parameter trend (Figure 6.50).

Figure 6.48: Representation of the area sliding with 5 [\'] of misalignment, in blue the area without misalignment and in red the area with misalignment

Figure 6.49: Pressure trend when it is applied 700 [Nm] torque
Figure 6.50: Ruiz parameter trend for the test MB3

It has been chosen to compare the Ruiz parameter trend with an image of the MB3 specimen tooth; in Figure 6.51 there is shown the overlap.

Figure 6.51: overlapping between Ruiz parameter and an image of a MB3 tooth

As it can be seen, there is a very good correlation between analytical and experimental results; in particular the wear area is similar and Ruiz parameter trend corresponds to the experimental test data. There is only a translation of the effective contact area, that (as seen previously) it is due to a manufacture error.
6.6) RESULTS OF TEST 4

The last Test Article MB4 coupled with FB4 has worked for 10M cycles with a rotation speed of about 1500 [rpm], a torque of 700 [Nm], with 10 ['] of misalignment and without lubrication.

It is decided to disable the lubrication to obtain the worst operating condition.

In Figure 6.52 it is shown a tooth before the test starting.

![Figure 6.52: Image of the 16th tooth of the specimen MB4 before test](image)

Figure 6.53 shows the same tooth of the Figure 6.52, but after the test.

As it can be immediately seen, there is wear area (the largest of all the tests carried out); in particular the tooth is worn from the pith diameter to the upper part; this is probably due to a profile error that has caused the translation of the contact area on the upper part of the face width.

The wear zone has an elliptic form, despite the adverse conditions (absence of lubrication and profile error), with the central part more damaged that the boundary part.

The red zones near the ellipse boundary are the oxidation phenomena that are created due the absence of oil.

![Figure 6.53: Image of the 22th tooth of the specimen MB2 after test](image)

6.6.1) MB4 Roughness parameters

Like the previous tests (MB1-MB2-MB3) in Figure 6.54 - 6.62 are shown the trend of the roughness parameters.
Figure 6.54: trend of the Arithmetic average height ($R_a$) for MB4

Figure 6.55: trend of the Ten-point height ($R_{z(ISO)}$) for MB4

Figure 6.56: trend of the Mean of maximum peak to valley height ($R_{tm}$) for MB4
Figure 6.57: trend of the Maximum depth of valleys (R_v) for MB4

Figure 6.58: trend of the Maximum height of peaks (R_p) for MB4

Figure 6.59: trend of the Skewness (R_sk) for MB3
Figure 6.60: trend of the Kurtosis ($R_{ku}$) for MB4

Figure 6.61: trend of the Peak count ($P_c$) for MB4

Figure 6.62: trend of the Mean slope of the profile ($\Delta a$) for MB4
As can be seen from Figure 6.63 all the roughness amplitude parameters increase after the test (red line); this is due to the fact that, caused by wear phenomenon, both peaks and valleys show an increasing amplitude; this phenomena is accentuated by the absence of oil.

By the same time, the roughness spacing parameter increases, because, like the amplitude, the number of peaks for centimeter increases (Figure 6.63).

By observing the hybrid parameter, it can be also seen how the slope of the profile increases (Figure 6.63).

Figure 6.64 and 6.65 show respectively the difference percentage of mean roughness parameters values and the difference percentage of polar graphs area values.
As it can be observed from Figure 6.64, the decreasing order of percentage difference of mean values is: $R_{sk}$ (94.04%), $R_v$ (76.14%), $R_t$ (53.33%), $R_y$ (51.5%), $R_q$ (46.76%), $R_a$ (42.17%), $R_p$ (35.32%), $R_z$ and $R_{tm}$ (30.63%), $R_{pm}$ (24.78), $\Delta a$ (18.73%), $R_{ku}$ (12.85%) and $P_c$ (6.4%).

While for Figure 6.65, the decreasing order of percentage difference of polar graphs area values is: $R_v$ (212.01%), $R_t$ (135.46%), $R_y$ (130.08%), $R_q$ (116.67%), $R_a$ (102.79%), $R_{sk}$ (89.48%), $R_p$ (82.79%), $R_{tm}$ (71.89%), $R_z$ (66.36%), $R_{pm}$ (56.99%), $\Delta a$ (44.09%), $R_{ku}$ (28.9%), and $P_c$ (12.15%).
6.6.2) Ruiz model for MB4 test
No comparison is presented for this test, due to the difficulties in the determination of the friction coefficient.

6.7) DISCUSSION
As it can be observed from Figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.32, 6.33, 6.46, 6.47, 6.64 and 6.65, the representation of the roughness parameters variation by means of the percentage difference of subtended area values many better emphasize the topography changing of specimens surface before and after the tests.
Different graphs were made to understand how the roughness parameters vary according to of the misalignment increasing; in particular, it has been point out that two roughness parameters, $R_z$ and $R_{sk}$, have a linear trend with increasing wear conditions (Figure 6.66 - 6.67).

Figure 6.66: $R_z$ trend versus misalignment

Figure 6.67: $R_{sk}$ trend versus misalignment
$R_z$ parameter represents the difference in height between the average of the five highest peaks and the five lowest valleys along the assessment length of the profile; the fact that this parameter has a linear course indicates that there is a correlation between the misalignment increasing and the worsening of wear phenomenon.

In fact, like previously described (Chapter 2), being fretting an adhesive wear phenomenon, due a greater sliding (it is proportionally with the misalignment increasing), a higher number of "cold welding" are created, they creating new high peaks when break.

At the same time, being fretting also an abrasive wear phenomenon, due to the debris mixed with the pressurized oil, new increasingly deep valleys are created.

By observing Figure 6.67, it is possible to note the roughness parameter $R_{sk}$ has a decreasing trend.

The fact that it linearly decreases with the misalignment increasing suggests how this parameter is sensitive to the change of the inclination between the shaft and the hub of the specimen.

It is possible to note that $R_{sk}$ changes its value; in fact it passes from a value major than zero to one near to zero; this means that, increasing fretting wear, an equal number of peaks and valleys will be created.

This result is very important, because it demonstrates how fretting wear is, at the same time, an adhesive wear (more peaks) and an abrasive wear (more valleys) phenomenon.

Another important aspect that was to be taken into account is that the roughness parameters for the tests MB3 and MB1 (misalignment 5 ['] and 10 [']) decrease, while for the tests MB2 and MB4 (misalignment 0 ['] and 10 [']) but without lubrication) increases.

MB2 trend roughness results are similar to the corresponding of MB4 test; when the shaft (with crowned teeth) is perfectly aligned to the hub (with
straight teeth), probably gaps between the teeth are created and the oil pass from these.
This oil passage doesn’t create the lubrication conditions on the contact surface present in the other tests and this is the reason for the similar results of MB2 and MB4 tests; this hypothesis, however, requires further experimental tests in order to be validated.
CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

The aim of my PhD thesis is to better investigate the phenomena involved in real working conditions of aerospace spline couplings; above all the fretting wear has to be taken into account.

This research activity has been carried on from both experimental and theoretical point of view.

Firstly, a specific test bench has been realized. The peculiarity of this test rig is the capability to apply to the test article both torque (by means of a torque generator) and angular misalignments in order to reproduce the real working conditions of spline couplings.

The test bench was initially calibrated with a series of preliminary tests in order to determine the best set up for the wear characterization in the case of crowned splined couplings.

Then, four wear tests to investigate the influence of misalignment (MB1, Mb2 and MB3) and of lubrication conditions (MB4) were carried out.

In order to quantify the damage entity, it was decided to compare the results in term of teeth surface topography, before and after the test.

To do this, roughness parameters available in literature have been used.

In order to evaluate the trend of these parameters, the percentage difference of the polar areas has been chosen, being more sensitive to the corresponding variation.

Among all parameters, it has been noted that both $R_z$ and $R_{sk}$ present a linear trend relative to the increasing sliding between the surfaces in contact.

Concurrently to this, an analytical study has been carried on: to this aim different dedicated models (and software) have been developed in order to predict the wear phenomenon.

In particular, the first software allows to determine (as a function of geometry, torque and construction and assembly errors) the real number of engaging teeth in a spline coupling.
This program has been validated by some FEM models (described in Chapter 3).
In addition to this a software, the calculation of the effective contact area and therefore the contact pressure on a crowned spline coupling has been realized; this model has been validated with experimental tests that demonstrate the program reliability, allowing to validate the Hertzian theory (the contact area varies with the cube root of the applied load).
It has also carried out a sliding program that, taking into account the contact area of the surfaces, allows to determine its shifting during a complete rotation of a splined coupling misaligned conditions.
This program has been validated by means of experimental wear tests carried out on the test rig.
Finally, a fretting wear prediction program has been realized using the first parameter of Ruiz.
The comparison between prediction and experimental tests emphasizes a very good correlation.
This thesis has shed further light on the fretting wear behaviour of splined couplings, but it has also raised areas meriting additional research. Ruiz first parameter provided a qualitative description of the wear effect on these components even if further investigations are necessary to better understand this parameter capacity.
In particular, more tests must be done changing the misalignment values and a very great attention must be paid to the effect of the coefficient of friction. To do this, a specify test rig would be realized, to identify the values of the COF respect to the type of lubrication used.
Further advances in knowledge could be obtained by the application of additional computational simulation techniques to compare with the results of this thesis. As an example, FE-based wear simulations.
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